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Winnipeg, Man., July 17. An invesGERMANY OFFICIALLY DENIES HAVING HAD
DIPLOMATIC
INTERCOURSE
tigation of the salmon fishing in Fra-se- r
PRISONED BY FLOOD WATERS.
will
MEXICO.-MEX- ICO
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WITH
British
be
UNITED
HEAD
STATES
REGARDING
TO
Columbia,
PROTESTS
TAFT
WITH
river,
HEARS OF
TO
FLOOD
SUCCEED HIMSELF.PLOT
made by J. P. Hazen, of Ottawa.
PARIS MEETING TO PROTEST TO UNITED STATES.REPORTED
REPUBLICAN PROSTRATIONS
-- HELPED
BRYAN
TO DRAFT THE
OFF NEEDED
REPORTED
TWO HUNDRED AND
Canadian minister of marine and
WANTS A LEAVE OF ABSENCE.
OTHER MEXICO NEWS.
according to his statement here
FROM MANY CITIES
FORTY MEN ESCAPED
today as he left for Vancouver, B. C.
.Mr. Hazen is on his way to the Pacific
Kansas Vity, Mo., July 17. A- coast to welcome the dreadnought
Eveleth, Minn., July 17. Although
VILLA'S MEN ARE SIGHTED;
BEVERIDGE BROUGHT INTO
lthough the local V. S. weather ob- New Zealand to Canada, July 23.
of men have been at work for
shifts
"United States fishermen are clean:
server said conditions in Kansas and
the Oliwestern Missouri indicated the maxi- lug out the international waters with hours at the Spruce mine of
AMERICAN CONSUL THREATENED
LEGISLATIVE CONTROVERSY mum temperature today would be their huge traps," said Mr. Hazen. ver Iron Mining company, where fifabout a degree lower than yesterday's "Fear is expressed in some quarters teen men were ir.;:!m)iiea by water
the mercury at many points in the that unless something is done by the yesterday following a cloudburst, no
two states climbed rapidly during the United States
authorities, canneries trace has been found of the five men
wrote
Schwedtmnn.
Berlin, July 17. The foreign office bines his protest with a petition that
made
for
17.
Martin
Jenkins,"
Washington, D. C, .luly
forenoon and by noon had equalled or in the Fraser river district will suffer who failed to escape. Kfforts to
denied today that Germany had de he and his followers be recognized
beLittlefield
A letter from
to detail
urging aid
M. Mulhall continued
of
them
hour
continued.
same
are
record
reach
the
even
if
not
the
are
forced
being
greatly,
they
passed
fore the senate lobby committee to for Jenkins was read:
The five are believed to be on an manded that the United States gov- as a faction iu de facto control of a
yesterday. Timid clouds, the fore- to close entirely.
on
wrote
interests iu portion of the country.
Mulhall
June
Schwedtman
congressmen.
among
his
activities
day
caster said, were gathering in parts
"This matter was the subject of a upraise in the first level, l!i0 feet un- ernment protect foreign
Some diplomats here point out that
.Mexico. Germany has not taken any
Some of the letters introduced dea.lt 2, 190S:
t
of Kansas but there was little proba- treaty some years ago between the der ground, and gangs of men are try"You will notice that our newspaaction whatever at Wash- one reason which could justify the
diplomatic
with former President Roosevelt's ento
to
effect
entrance
that
rain.
of
point.
United
coning
and
States
he
bility
Canada,"
ington. The foreign office is not granting of Carranza's petition is that
dorsement of the candidacy of Mr. pers state that the Xational platform
Four Deaths at Omaha.
tinued, "at that time it was agreed Pipes are being driven to the upper aware
is being written at the present time
whether Count von Bernstorff, the rights and interests of the Unitfur17
in
of
the
of
While
the
shaft
end
the
Taft, then secretary of war.
hope
Omaha, Neb., July
tl.at the reports submitted by Prof.
the
German
In a letter to Schwedtman in April, at the white house. You can rest as- weather bureau reported the tempera- Prince,
ambassador, has discuss- ed States are so far affected as to
food
to
the
imprisonrepresenting Canada, and Dr. nishing air and still are
sured that Theodore Roosevelt, who
ed the Mexican situation with Secre- warrant a definition of its own rela190S, Miulhall wrote:
ed men if they
lower today than yes- David Starr Jordan,
somewhat
ture
living.
for
the
acting
to the two warring factions iu
"Watson states that the president Is still smarting from the defeat he terday, four deaths directly attribut- United States would become
None of the five is believed to have tary Bryan, but if he has the discus- tions
the basis
Mexico.
heaven and has received at the hands of congress able to the heat were
sion was of a wholly unofficial
Three
are
(Roosevelt) is moving
in
before for an International
this
relatives
country.
reported
reagreement
Among the tests which would be
earth to nominate Taft and that he is and the people lately, will embody all noon.
and two Croatlans.
garding fishing In waters contiguous Italians
applied in considering the merit of
willing to sacrifice the Sherman law of his policies in the platform and
of
fifteen
miners
Ten
the
imprison100 Degrees at Des Moines.
to the two countries. Canada has
Carranza's petition would be wheth
and every law to please the trusts many of the leaders, being anxious
No Power Named Yet.
Des Moines, la.. July 17. Lower lived
to the agreement, explicltely ed in Spruce mine number one, at
er an actual de facto political organiand please Wall street, so that he can for harmony, will go the limit in meet temperatures were the rule through- but up
rains
when
torrential
Eveleth,
17.
Minn.,
D.
Just
Washington,
C,
July
the United States has failed to do
ing his views."
caused a rush of water from the sur- what foreign power had inquired for a zation exists among the Insurgents
get their support for his candidate."
out Iowa early today, hut with pros- so
to Mulhall
sufficient to constitute it, if left to itup to the present time, although face to the
A Schwedtman letter
He tdld of a meeting at Mr. Forak-er'- s
durwould
that
workings of the mine, had definition of this government's attigo
they
higher
pects
the matter was made the subject of a
dishouse, composed of senators "who June 3, about the Republican platform, ing the late afternoon.
been taken alive from the mine last tude in the present situation was still self, a political entity, capable of
At noon it
the
duties
and
message to President Taft
strong
charging
obligations
will oppose the president and his pol- quoted Emery thus:
a
blocked
Rescuers
Moines
89
Des
in
and
rdynamited
reports some time before the Wilson admin- night.
unknown officially today, although
"Am in touch with the chairman of was
He
ities at the Chicago convention."
The mine is the proper- Torts in official circlw mentioned of a state among nations.
passageway.
from various points in the state indi- istration took
the reins of
If the Carranza government should
up
added that he was told to work the resolutions committee.."
this average prevailed.
ty of the Oliver Iron Mining company Great Britain and Frauce. The denial receive
inAnother June 6, quoted Emery n cated thatDead
recognition as belligerents the
a subsidiary of the United States from Berlin, that Germany had made
Bluffs.
Council
against Maryland delegates being
at
One
Mulhall's interview with Postmaster
Huerta government would be absolvstructed for Taft.
Steel corporation.
17. Geo.
Council
Iowa,
Bluffs,
d
July
was generally accep'-e- ed from satisfying further claims
General Hitchcock,
then Mr. Taft's
Mulhall continued:
Two hundred and fifty men went representations
E. Knight, aged 42, who was over- RAILROADS
a.8 removing that country from the made by Americans
for losses in the
"There is a whole lot took place campaign manager:
mine
The
into
the
died
morning.
yesterday
early
list. The report that the situation had country controlled by the constitu"I think Mulhall's interview with come by heat yesterday,
WILL
AIR
THEIR
in
at this meting that can not very well
torrents.
was
then
rain
At
falling
discussed by representatives of tionalists.
Hitchcock is one of the best things today, at Ms home here.
,
bo put on paper."
over the teen
10; 30 a cloudburc'. broke
GRIEVANCES
TOO
adan
in Paris yesterday seemed
Hitchoock
is
ever.
the
same
The
on
powers
Mexico Hears of Paris Meeting. '
the
detailed
fight
Other letters
all
arts of outlet for
choking
city,
vanced exponent of the Roosevelt,
to
Mexico'clty, Mex., July 17. A privarious' congressmen..
DIEGO UOTES
the water, which m tlly rushed into wasstrengthen the belief that Francs
Interested.
New York, July 17. The gene'-avate
message received here says that
"We have sent special people after labor. policies,"
men
mine.
The
of
the
the workings
THIRD MILLION
It was pointed out that tins Fren:fi a meeting was held yesterday in
Several .letters introduced
committee of one hundred of the Bro- fled for
of Michigan,"
said
Mir, Townsend,
today
and all escaped except
safety
In
seemed to show Mulhall and Emery in
"
Mexico, Paris by representatives ot the powone.
FOR EXPOSITION therhood of Railroad Trainmen, an.J the fifteen who were on an upper have heavy interests
French interests are said to control ers to consider the Mexican situation.
the Order Of Railway
Conductors, level.
On May 6; same year, Mulhall wrote close relations. General Manager Bird
The result was not made known.
went into session here today to coil'
Schwedtman that he had called Sen- of the manufacturers, testified yesterThe Spruce mine number one is one the Mexican National bank.
San Diflgo, Cat., July 17. fly5 1 sider last
Threaten American Consul,
The Banco Central, another larss
communication from of the few underground workings on
ators Carter aiid Hemenway, ' Senator day that Emery was counsel for the
night's
half the the
railroad managers,
financial institution, and French InanEagle I'mmn, July 17- .- tt Is declared
Aldrich's secretary and others and national council for industrial defense, vote of sixteen to one, with
pastern
most
them
of
open
the
being
ranges,
with the voting population at the polls this city nouncing that the roads would insist
vestors are said to have heavy ho'U on good authority that ltilted States
was "assured by all these gentlemen which had no connection
Mulhall passed a bond Issue of nearly a mil- on presenting their own grievances pits.
that it mattered not what the presi- manufacturers association.
ings of Mexican railroad securities. Consul Luther Ellsworth, at Piedrad
of the before
lion dollars for completion
the arbitration board which is
dent attempted to do, there was not swore today that the manufacturers San
Great Britain Interests are said to be Negras, Mexico, has reported to Washexposi to settle the wage Ainpute,
him to Emery; that Emerry
Diego
The con NEW YORK GETS
going to be any unfair legislation pas- referred
principally in tha National
Railways ington to the discovery of a plot to
sed through the session this session. was constantly in touch with his work tion on tne lines made necessary ny ference' adjourned shortly before 11
in mining. Gernian's interests dynamite the American consulate and
and
BRIBERY
A
and
the
the
government requirements
On the house side I called on Mur- - and "eventually wanted to rim all the
o'clock, but Messrs. Lee and Garret-soare said to lie largely in agricultural that his life is in danger. Consul
field work
needs of the states and countries that
of the trainmen and conductors,
INVESTIGATION
dock, Campbell, Nelson, Alexander,
land
and a nation wide hardware busi- Ellsworth sleeps in the army post in
Miulhall testified to an acquaintance have decided to participate therein.
Fassett and several others and gave
said
would
no
make
respectively,
Eagle Pass at nights. Official records
they
ness.
The original fund was a stock sub- reply to the railroads until
of
the consulate were removed to the
them our reasons why no injunction with Edward Hines, the Chicago lum-- j
tonight.
While
losses
American
believed
are
Albany, X. Y., July 17. Counsel for
ber man, who figured prominently in scription of $1,000,000. Then came a
On behalf of the roads the follow-legislation should be passed.
to have been greatest in the revolu- American side for safe keeping yesthe
Both
these
of
legislative
investigating
the
bond
issue
Frawloy
11,000,000.
case.
Lorimer
The letter detailed a conversation
ing statement was issued:
committee announced today that he tion, English losses also have been terday.
funds are about half expended; $600,- Favored Cannon for President.
We are amazed at. the attitude tak
Ellsworth was said to have reported
with Senator Beveridge in which the
of railroad
in
Issue
000
bond
of the
SDeaker Cannon and Cnmrrpusmnn
remaining
en by the leaders of the trainment and vould take up the matter of "widely heavy through destruction
to Washington that he had been reIndiana senator declared himself for
Is
s
said
French
it
organiza-adviserto
losses,
property.
improperly
informed that the alleged con
an injunction bill, amendment of the Watson of Indiana were tbe principal the treasury. The work of the funds conductors as regards our desires In published efforts
have been largely
ppecula liably was hatched among Constituof the National Association tion developed early that
legislators."
arbitrate our grievances.
We shall
Sherman law and a child labor bill.
spiracy
He then called as a witness Assem- tive losses that is, losses of wlwit tionalist leaders in Piedras
Mulhall wrote that he reported Bever-Idge- of Manufacturers at the Republican were not sufficient if all the states insist that our differences be arbitratNegras.
national convention in Chicago inland countries that notified the expo-190- ed as well as theirs and we stand paf. blyman Thaddeus C. Sweet, of Oswe- would have been profits had not The consulate was recently moved
sentiments to Hemenway.
o
of
revolutions
series
Govcame,
to
of
testified
asked
their
who
Mulhall
testified.
"Our entire sltion
depressed
go,
coming really
having
on our letter last night."
from the main street to the bank of
"Hemenway told me to tell Beverernor Sulzer to approve a bill approwas busy trying to nom-- ! The capital stock was increased by
the Rio Grande, where it commands
idge he was talking through his hat organization
Both the White House and the state a view of the American shore. Since
priating $50,000 for a bridge.
and that his hat was a damm poor inate Sherman and trying to keep la-- $2,B00,000, making the total capitalito observe discovery of the alleged conspiracy a
"Assemblyman, how did you vote on department continued
one. He added that Beveridge was bor nlanks out of the ulatform." he zation $3,500,000. with another bond ROUMANIANS
iEsue of $850,000 and this bond issue
my direct primary bill?" witness said strict silence on the situation, the guard of United States
troops has
bluffing," said the letter, "and assured said.
SIEZE
CABLE
The organization swung to the sup- has just been made, San Diego, therethe governor asked him. Mr. Sweet president and Secretary Bryan evi- been stationed at night on the Amerime that no such legislation could pass
needs
all
of
has
she
the
Taft although it did. not like fore,
money
ON BLACK SEA replied that he had voted against it. dently waiting a
port
report from can side and a code of lantern signals
the senate. Senators Carter an!
to finish her exposition.
"How are you going to vote on it at Ambassador Wilson, who is expected arranged with the consulate.
In case
simply laughed at Beveridges' some of his public utterances on labor with which
and states will, of
of a call for help from the consulate
statement. Watson later told Mr. legislation, said Mulhall, because it Governments
17.
Roumanians today the extra sesion?" the governor con- here about July 23.
Sofia,
July
own funds.
From official sources, however, it the guard was instructed to notify the
Emery and I that Beveridge was sim became evident that Cannon and the course, spend their
took possession of the cable station tinued.
Work on the physical completion
" 'Remember I take good care of my was learned that the state depart- commanding officer immediately.
on the Black sea and thus
ply crazy. Watson stated that he was other presidential candidates had no
at
Varna
4
of the project has never flaggC"
ment had been informed that, the
Mr. Ellsworth, however, has been
in full charge of affairs in the house chance of success.
control communication with Sebasto-pol- . friends.' "
"The organization would have
There are now four main buildin
demonstrations in Mexico spending his nights on the American
Mr.
to
to
Sweet
refused
be
during the illness of the speaker."
As the railway
between
the
pledged
Mulhall testified about his expen- ored Cannon above all others," he almost completed, a fifth under way coast and Sofia also has been cut. Bul- the primary measure, and the bridge City were entirely artificial and stimu- side. The constitutionalist commandlated because of the lack of recognit- ant, Calzado, when told of the alleged
sive accounts and identified one item said. "The manufacturers officers and plans ready and contracts let for garia cannot communicate with the hill was vetoed.
ion of the Huerta government and for conspiracy, assured the consul he
of a payment of $3 in May, 1908, to had the promises of Mr. Voryes and four more. The California state build- outside world except through Servia
althe purpose of demonstrating the need have no fear as he was "among
ing will be started in a few weeks, the and Roumania.
"Nieal," messenger to the speaker of Mr. Taft's managers", Mulhall
power of the provisional government honorable people and not among banleged, "that there would be no severe contract having been signed at $242,-00the house.
An official dispatch reports the de- MRS EKMAN ON
to control them.
by the state commission.
dits."
"He frequently did little errands labor planks in the national platform."
feat yesterday by the Bulgarians of the
TRIAL FOR DEATH
Mexico Papers Cautioned.
General Jesus Carranza has given
for as," said Mulhall, "and let us know
Servian forces which had penetrated
IN
CHINA IS
REVOLT
OF HER DAUGHTER Mexico City, July 17. All the news- his personal pledge for the safety of
who was In the speaker's room."
on the west. The
Bulgarian
territory
HAYDEN
TALKS
SPREADING RAPIDLY
papers here have been cautioned by a the Americans.
On May 7, Mulhall wrote SchwedtServians are retreating towards
official to treat the trip of
to. the effect
Former Ohloan.
TO
man, quoting Watson,
border.
across
Salt Lake City, Utah, July 17. The government
the
Ambassador Henry Lane Wilson to
Shanghai,
July 17. The revolt
that "all this scare about the Sherman
loss-Akron,
Ohio,
Another
Mrs.
case
of
Bevere
July 17. Luther Ellsdispatch says
Augusta Ekman, charged Washington
ABOUT
is spread- es
law amendment and injunction bills
along the
carefully and conserva- worth, U. S. consul at Piedras Negras,
been inflicted on the Greeks with murdering her
have
daughloconfine
and
to
there is fighting along the
themselves
tively,
was gotten up by himself and the
ing
Mexico, is a former resident of Akron,
by the Bulgarian left
ter, Frances, whose body was found cal stories and speculationtoday
D. C,
that his
railway.
Washington,
July 17. Tien
speaker to flood the president with
been born in Richfield town
Ferdinand today personally in a trunk at Ogden on June 28, came
King
having
going probably means early recognitletters and stop tariff dickering at Thomas E. Hayden, special prosecu-to- t Proclamations are being circulated telegraphed to King Charles of RouSummit
county. When the will
in
ship,
for
trial
the
of
division
criminal
cp
ion of the Huerta administration by
this session."
of the Caminetti-Digg- s
white slave here, setting forth that a punitive ex- mania, that Bulgaria was ready to the
city court here today. Mrs. Ek- the United States. They profess to of Mr. Ellsworth's mother was filed
Schwedtman wrote Mulhall on May cases In San Francisco, conferred to- pedition lias been undertaken ,for the
man listened to the witnesses with believe that a successor to Mr. Wilson here a few days ago it proved that all
negotiate a settlement with
8 about Beveridges' attitude.
day with Senator Ashurst. who. at the purpose of bringing President Yuan
show of Interest.
little
will be named immediately and that the proyerty he left to Mr. Ellsworth
to
81,1
Kal
for
of
murder
Justice
the
"Beveridge is not very big now, but instance of California Democrats, had
.
The
to
Chiao-Jenwas
devoted
session
morning
,ln this wav recoenitinn will he achlev- - if he could be located as his relatives
the former
he wiU grow smaller right along if he protested to Attorney General McRey-nold- s General Sung
here had not heard from him for some
TORPEDO BOAT DESTROYER
witnesses, who told of led.
Ogden
of
was
hearing
at
killed
who
minister
Edna,
kind
of
He
that
need
talk.
up
The
keeps
against Hayderi's retention.
DOCKS FOR REPAIRS. finding the body at the Ogden railroad
El Pais is the only newspaper to dis- - t.me and it was thought he had been
not try to bluff vs. We have been in situation remained unchanged. As- Shanghai last March.
sration and Inspector Carlsson, for the! play bitterness. It confines itself chief killed.
the game too long." hurst assured Hayden his only objecA former wife of Ellsworth, Mrs.
New York, N. Y., July 17. The Salt Lake City police force, who re- - ly to attacking Ambassador Wilson
Mulhall's activities in connection tion to him was his lack of exper- CONGRESSMEN MAKE
Cora
States
t'nited
boat
Roberts, is now living in Akron
and
ON
torpedo
destroyer
Mrs.
as
him
an
TRIP
SUBMARINE.
Ekman's
confession.
enemy
characterizing
prated
with the Republican National platform ience as a prosecutor.
Hayden reof the Mexican government.
It ridi- and her daughter is with Mr. EllsNewport. R. I., July 17. A subma- Fanning arrived in the navy yard
of 1908 were brought out in a letter to ferred the senator to one criminal
cules the idea of war, saying that worth in Mexico.
327 POUND
rine trip in Narragansett bay was basin at Brooklyn this morning with
Schwedtman on May 28. It concluded case he had conducted.
Rebels Control San Luis Potosi.
her after crew compartment filled
Mexicans are no longer afraid.
of
members
the
made
the
SCHOOL
Wade
by
GIRL
and
IS
that
Ellis
MISSING
today
others
saying
by
a
with
water.
The
of
Leave
Gets
on
D. C. July 17. Th
Absence.
committee
naval
sprang
house
Says
Van
Bryan
Cleave
affairs,
destroyer
President
Washington,
that
suggested
who are here for an inspection of the leak late last night while proceeding
As indicating a brighter prospect northern portion of the state of San
Oalesburg, 111.. July 17. What has
and Secretary Schwedtman of the GOVERNMENT MAY MAKE
ITS OWN ARMOR PLATE Narragansett naval
station. The out to sea. She returned under her become of Miss Marie Hart, Oalesburg a cabinet official gave out for publica- Luis Potosi is in the possession of the
manufacturers go to Chicago a week
school girl? This question tion today the statement that Major revolutionists, who also control the
committee headed by Chairman Lem- own steam, conveyed by her sister
before the convention, see the draft
Washington, D. C, July 17. In re uel P. Padgett of Tennessee, was di- boats, the Jenkins and Jarvis how worried Oalesburg police and relatives General Leonard Wood has been or- railroads to the north of Wadley acof the platform and "be privately
sponse to resolution of congress Sec- - vided into three squads, each of which ever, In case disaster overtook the of the girl today. Although hard to dered to the border personally to see cording to a state department report
heard."
retary Daniels of the Navy Depart wtt8 aHBiBUea to one of the submai ine boat iu her fifty miles run bauk to the 'believe, information developed by to- - to the maintenance of the neutrality received today. Conpul Edwards reIn a letter to Emery, Schwedtman dom
"of the government
establishing craft in port.
:
days investigation leads the police toilaws. He added that Secretary of ports conditions quiet at Acapulco.
asked
yard.
a
to manufacture its own armplant
Late today the Btate department
to
influence
Is
best
The extent of the damage sustained think that she was kidnapped. Marie State Bryan had asked for six months'
the
way
"What
plate.
e had received
no report of the alleged
WILL INVESTIGATE INSULT
or the exact nature of the accident left home last night, telling her folks leave of absence and would be
the drafting of this platform in the or 'There
is evidence that the manu
was going to the "movies."
TO MEXICAN FLAG. has not been determined at an early
She ceeded by John Bassett Moore, coun- - plot to dynamite the consulate at PieTight direction?"
waa not home by midnight and so ner sellor of the department of state, who, dras Negras.
More letters were Introduced bear- facturers base their prices on what
Nogales, Ariz., July 17. American hour today.
think 'they can get rather than Consul Frederick Simplch at Nogales,
they
relatives,
neighbors and the local po- he said, was a great friend of Mexico
on
the
Congressman
against
fight
ing
the cost of the plate," said the secre Sonora, received Instructions today
lice force searched, for ber all night. and certainly would counsel recogVilla's Men Sighted.
Jardner of New Jersey.
TELEPHONE GIRLS WARN
from Washington to investigate the
El Paso, Texas, July 17. News
POPULACE
FLOOD. It is believed that the girl was spirited nition of the administration.
OF
"Judge Speer, Governor Fort, and tary.
He stated he was investigating the
away by show people who wanted her
Mr. Lewis have not carried out their
The newspapers see In the attitude came this morning from Columbus,
pulling down of the Mexican flag from
cost of manufacturing plate and the the
Mexican consulate In Tucson, AriShe is only of Europe only an effort to force the New Mexico, that 250 men, comprising
W, Va., July 17. Prompt for exhibition purposes.
promises to get us a strong candidate
Wheeling,
1G
for
the
govexpenditure
4.
of
necessary
age.
years
zona, July
in that district," Mulhall wrote.
United States to recognize the Mex- the advance guard of Francisco Vilaction on the part of the telephone
ernment to undertake the work. He
On June 1, 1908. he wrote James S.
The report of Ger- la's rebel command, has reached
ican government.
is believed to have preventoperators
that
investia
congressional
GOODRICH LINE STEAMER
that he and Sherman's suggested
the Mexican town opposite
attitude Is called
ed heavy loss of life in the region ALLEGED MURDERER AND
'Sherman,
many's
threatening
of
the subjects would perhaps
were gation
DESERTER IS CAPTURED. by the newspaper an absurd lie, since Columbus, and that Villa began movSUNK IN COLLISION. twelve miles east of here just before
friends in the organization
be
more
efficient than any he could
the German emperor's friendship for ing his main force this morning from
Chicago, 111., July 17. The steam- noon today when a cloudburst floodgreatly pleased that Sherman was to conduct.
Cilton, Ind.. July 17. J. W. H. Mexico, they point out, is well known. Ascencion.
ers Sheboygan and Iowa ot tbe Good- ed the entire section. Water rolled
be a candidate for vice president.
Whether he is heading
rich line, of lake steamers, collided in a wall out of Wheeling creek, and Glover, colored, troop D, Ninth cav
for Juarez Is not positively known, as
6herman on June 2, replied:
Carranzas' Protest Not Received.
memPRICES OF SEATS ON
In a fog at the mouth of the harbor Little Wheeling
"I shall be pleased to have the
creek also was alry, last night captured Wm. Jack-- ! Washington, D. C, July 17. State a rumor prevailed yesterday in rebel
STOCK EXCHANGE DECLINE here today. The Sheboygan was but flooded, ruining crops and washing son, alleged murdered and deserter, department officials said today that circles that Villa had been ordered
bers of your association give to the
New York, July 17. A seat on the little damaged, but the Iowa, with a houses from their foundations.
Glover asserts Jackson the protest of Governor Carranza, lead- by Governor Carranza to come at once
ttle boomlets such a forward push
So near here.
New York stock exchange sold today thirty foot hole in her bow, after be- far as known no one was
s they conveniently can."
drowned, killed two officers and escaped from er of the constitutionalists, against to Coahuila and help the "constituOther letters told of plans to aid for 37,00O, $10,000 Jobs than the last ing assisted by tugs to her wharf, fin- people at Viola and Majorsville flee- ri Paso, Texas. Glover will return his recognition of the Huerta government tionalist" leader in that state.
sale made a few days ago, which was ally sank. No one was killed or
,'ongreesman Jenkins in Wisconsin,
ing to the nearby hills when warned prisoner to Jefferson
barracks, St. had not been received. It is understood that Governor Carranza com
Louis.
of the
torrent Every effort in the wcrld will betue lowest in recent years.
(Continued on page four).
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TRUTH
Santa

Special Sale

A

BEANS

DYER PORK
THIS WEEK

THIS WEEK

!

!

ITER GROCERY GO.

CORRICK LIVERY BARN
NOBBIEST OUTFITS IN THE CITY

Buggies and Saddlers a Specialty.
Hacks and Baggage Transfer. Prompt Attention and the Best
of Satisfaction Guaranteed.
CASPER ST.

104 DON

9 W

Telephone

WSUMMERT0URI5T FARES
EASTFRN POINTS VIA
New Mexico Central and El Paso & Southwestern.
TO

N. M., AND

SANTA FE TO CLOUDCROFT,

I

$12.10.

RETURN,

East

The

Best
Tins
Route

TEST

West

For Rates and Full Information Call On or Address
L. H GIBSON, T., F. & P. Agt., N. M. C. R. R., SANTA FE,
or EUGENE FOX, G. Pass. Agt., E. P. & S., EL PASO, TEX.

NEW MEXICO

MILITARY j
ROSWELL,

INSTITUTE
NEW MEXICO.

'The West Point of toe Southwest.

Ranked as "Distinguished
Institution " by the U S.
War Department.
Located In the beautiful Peeot
Valley. !,700 feet above sea level,
sunshine every day. Open air
work throughout the entire session. Conditions (or physical
and mental development are
IDEA L such as oannotbe found
elsewhere In America. Fourteen officers and Instructors, all
graduates from standard EastTen buildings,
ern colleges.
modern in every respect.

ft, O

Regents

:

E. A. CAHOON, President.
J. E. RHEA,
J. P. WHITE. Treasurer.
JOHN W. POB, Seeretary.
W. A. F1NLAY.

Per particulars and Illustrated

cats-agu-

address,

TRIUMPHS.

Fe Citizens Testify for
Public Benefit.

the

A truthful statement of a Santa Fe
citizen, given in his own words,
should convince the most skeptical
about the meritB of Doan's Kidney
Pills. If you suffer from backache,
nervousness,
sleeplessness, urinary
disorders or any form of kidney ills,
use a tested kidney medicine.
A Santa Fe citizen tells of Doan's
Kidney Pills.
Could you demand more convincing proof of merit?
Tomas Baca, Cerrillos St., Santa
Fe, N. Mex., says: "Backache annoyed me off and on for two years. Although I never had to lay off from
work, some days I worked when I
didn't feel able. It was a question of
bearing the trouble the best way 1
could. One box of Doan's Kidney
Pills relieved me and I was well for
Hard work in the mines
six months.
brought on another attack of the
trouble, but that was entirely cured
by Doan's Kidney Pills. I have recommended them before and my faith
In their merit is just as strong as
ever."
Price 50
For sale by all dealers.
cents.
Co., Buffalo,
New York, sole ageuts for the United
States.
name Doan's
Remember
the
and take no other.
Foster-Milbur-

n

NINE COMPANIES
AND BAND NOW
AT ENCAMPMENT
has Vegas, July 17. Traveling on a
to
special train from Albuquerque
this city, seven companies of the Na
tional Guard of New Mexico, In charge
of Colonel Edmund C. Abbott of the
First Infantry, arrived in Las Vegas
at 12:20 o'clock yesterday afternoon
Nine companies and the regimental
band from Santa Fe, with the official
regimental staff, composed those who
arrived yesterday afternoon.
The soldiers, as soon as they ar
rived, started for the camp, not riding in the street cars, as they did
when the last encampment was held,
but walking in official order. When
Camp McDonald was reached the soldiers started pitching tents and continued this operation all afternoon
The following companies and cap
tains arrived on the special: Com
pany A, Ijxb Cruces, in charge of Cap
B,
tain P. E. Dessauer; Company
Carlsbad, in charge of Captain W. W.
Dean; Company C. Artesia, in charge
of Captain J. G. Grennan; Company
D, Silver City, in charge of Captain
W. A. Tenney, Jr.; Company E, Santa Fe, in charge of Captain D. Pach- eco;
Captain G. Albuquerque, in
charge of Captain B. H. Hunter; Company K, Clovis, in charge of Captain
F. C. Blumlein; Company M. Portales,
in charge of Captain T. J. Mblinarl.
The regimental staff is composed
of the following officers: Colonel E.
C. Abbott', Captain X. L. King, Colonel
S A Mtfiiken, Captain J. L,. Seligman,
Captain F. W. Thompson, Major P. de
Bujac, Major Ludwig William Ilfeld,
Major Arthur Bail, Captain Carlos
Viera, Captain
Harvey M. Shields.
Lieutenant Guy A. , Reed, Lieutenant
Charles A. Longuemare,
Lieutenant
Harold Hurd, Lieutenant J. .1. McMil- len, Lieutenant Charles
Curry and
Lieutenant James H. McHughes.
Special notice was taken of the
way in which the militia was commanded when it arrived.
There was
none of that excitement that usually
prevails, but under the careful orders
of Colonel E. C. Abbott the various
companies, headed by their officers,
marched to the camp with all possible
order. Colonel Abbott is one of the
best known military men in the state
and his excellent handling of the troop
train showed that he is a competent
officer.
The detailed program of the encampment has not been announced as
yet, but the regular operations of the
militia will be taken up today.
A complete program will be announced tonight.

C0L.JAS.W.WILLS0N,Supt.

MANY FLOWERS
BLOCKADE TRAIN

I
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Denver & Rio Grande R.R.
ROUND TRIP

SUMMER TOURIST RATES
:TO
Pueblo . . .
Col'do Springs
Denver, . . .
Salt Lake
City
.

$16.35
18.15
(

Op-den-

St. Paul.
On

.

St. Louis

21.10

Chicago .

$47.35
51.85

40.00
51.85

. .
. .
. .
. .

New York City

78.85

Sale June

1st

Detroit .
Buffalo .

62.85
66.45

to September 30th.

Return Limit, October 31st, except from points
east of St. Louis or Chicago return limit will
be sixty days from date of sale.
For additional information call on or address

WM. M. SCOTT, T. F. & P. A.,
244 San Francisco St, Santa Fe, N. M.

MULLIGAN & RISING,
FUNERAL DIRECTORS
License Nembers,

if 67.

Day or Night Phone, 1 30 Main.

Next Door to Postoff Ice.

Ironton, O., JuJly 17. A peculiar
situation confronts the officials of the
Romney branch of the B. & O. rail
road. Two weeks ago two boards in
the floor of a car loaded with morning
glory, nasturtium and sweet pea seeds
broke and scattered the seeds along
the tracks of the railroad for a dis
tance of 28 miles. Heavy rains of the
past week and previous week and the
bright sunshine of the past few days
has brought up the seeds, and the
track is now a profusion of vines and
flowers, good to look upon, but of
great hardship to the railroad men,
who have been obliged to clear them
from the tracks. Bridges have been
transformed into floral bowers, and
the tiny train run by engine 1408 can
no longer make her schedule.
When a train was taken out of Rom
ney, the tender was blooming with
nasturtiums and the fire was put out.
Catarrh Cannot Be Cured
with LOCAL APPLICATIONS, as they

cannot reach the seat of the disease.
Catarrh is a blood or constitutional
disease, and in order to cure it you
ycu must take internal remedies.
Hall's Catarrh Cure is taken internally, and acts directly upon the blood
and mucous surfaces. Hall's Catarrh
Cure is not a quack medicine. It was
prescribed by one of the best physi
cians in this country for years and is
a regular prescription. It is composed
of the best tonics known, combined
with the best blood purifiers, acting
directly on the mucous surfaces. The
perfect combination of the two Ingredients is what produces such wonderful results in curing catarrh. Send for
testimonials, free.
F. J. CHENEY & Co., Props.
Toledo,

Ohio.

Sold by Druggist, price 75c.
Take Hall's Family Pilla ?r consti
pation.

GOVERNOR M'DONALD Mother's Advice
To Her Daughter
AT TAOS
Doll to Fondle Is Woman'
Greatest Happiness.

A Real Live
THE GOVERNOR AND PARTY ARE ROYALLY
ENTERTAINED BY THE CITIZENS
COONTY

TROUT

SEAT

OF THE

DINNER

FEATURE.

(Special Correspondence.)
One
the most Important matters abeut
Taos, July 17. Governor W. C. Mc- which of
women concern themselves Is their
Donald and State Engineer James A. future status as a (grandmother. And she
wisdom Itself who knows of or learns
French, accompanied by their wives Is
of that famous remedy. Mother's Friend.
arrived in Taos this morning from This Is an external
application for too
Glenwoody where they remained last till. luminal muscles and, breasts. It all
has a wonderful Influence, allays
night.
four, banishes all pain. Is a most grateful
to the young, expectant
The governor and his party were
and permits bcr to go through the
met on the road a few miles out and muther,
I""!i
lmppy In mind, free In body and
escorted into the old village of Taos thus destined to anticipate woman"s greatand eight est happiness as nature Intended she should.
by several automobiles
he action of Mother's Friend makes the
cow boys, four on each side of the
cles free, pliant and responsive to exhim n''
auto to protect
governor's
pansion. Thus all strain and tension upon
nerves and ligaments Is avoided, and,
against any possible attacks of In- tiie
In ;!ace of a period of discomfort and con
The receiving committee of BCii'ient
dians.
dread, it is a season of calm repose
the cowboys touched the governor in and joyful expectation.
Is no nausea, no morning
There
too
as
he
manner
a reminiscent
no nervous twitching, none of that
once swung the lasso and was the constant strnln known
to so many women,
heiiee Mother's Friend Is really one of the
Napoleon of the round-up- .
could be devised.
that
grei.iest
blessings
Just before noon, the procession or
'l'liia splendid and certnln remedy can be
bad
in
of
the pub
any druggist at $1.00 a bottle, and
line of march was formed
Is sure to prove of Inestimable value, not
lic plaza, led by a band of about fifty only upon the
mother, but upon the health
Taos Pueblo Indians in their war and future of the child. Write to Bradfield
Co., 132 Iamar Bldg., Atlanta,
Regulator
Next
and
all
ponies.
riding
paint
for their book to expectant mothers.
came the governor and his party in "'.,
followed
his private automobile,
by
fell to him to collect up the odds
eight cowboys suggestively attired; n.d ends of the Bewerage tax and to
then about a dozen automobiles and get the
regular assessments in shape,
vehicles of all kinds. It presented a both of which he has done wefl.
rare spectacle that is seldom found There is not a
owner in
outside of the homes of the real Cloudcroft or a property
who should ofvisitor
The
a
circus.
American Indiau or
fer any criticism other than favorable
governor and his party were escorted to the work done
by the board that
with all the due signs and ceremonies v ent
out of office last night because
to the beautiful and romantic picnic
cnly those who are in close touch
grounds of Glor'ieta park, which is v. ith the work of
the directory can ap--j
located upon the verdant bankB of the
reciate
what
have been up
they
miles
north
Pueblo river about three
i
of the ancient Pueblos of the Taos "f'finst. The writer has been in Cloudft
work
three
and
his
years
nearly
Indians. At this beautiful and charm- it:
!i :!S been sllcn that he has kept in
ing spot the governor and his party
touch with local conditions. The
wpre iriven a fine hvook-troudinner,
of adjusting and taking care of
the fish being caught from the nearby
rtain propositions here has been a
mountain stream and served at the
proper moment. After the bountiful hig one. During the past two years
fish dinner, there were the true red the Cloudcroft directory has
dances and war whoops and ed with the Business Men's associa-sport- s
of all kind. The many spec-- ' tion and kept a good peace officer
tators from out of town were spell- here. He acts as warden for the
rectory and thus tlxey share part of
At the conclusion of the Indian 'he expense. At one time Cloudcroft
games, the governor of the Taos In- - was considered a place typical of the
dians addressed the governor of New wild and woolly west" but that has
Mexico and the words were duly in-- been eliminated so that now we feel
terpreted by Lorenzo Martinez, an that we have a city that can always
Indian who attended the Carlisle In- - bt referred to as progressive,
school. Governor McDonald re- - ('ate and free from those conditions
sponded to the Indian governor, with that blot the name of so many towns.
an appropriate address; first to the
Indians and then to the native peoAte Too Much.
J. II. Hicks lost a valuable regisple assembled there. He said in part
that he felt as though he was also a tered Durham bull this week by an
native of New Mexico, as he had been
in green alfalfa. The
a resident for thirty-thre- e
years. His animal was an imported one, weighed
Mexico
in
New
was
born
2100 pounds, and was valued at a
only child
and his grandchild was also born long figure about one dollar a pound.
here. He truly appreciated the work Santa Rosa Sun,
of the early settlers who came here
over three hundred years ago. He
said, he would always remember this
Every Woman
day of days and the very kind hospiIs Interested and should
to
accorded
tality which had been
know about the wonderful
him so generously and amid such a
Marvel
fine, charming and historic spot in
isoucne
the old forest. This was nicely inState
Assistant
Superin
terpreted by
tendent of Public Instruction, Fila- - Askyourdrngfrlstfor
ft. If he cannot supdelfo Baca who also honored Taos
ply the MARVEL,
accept no other, but
with his presence.
send stamp for book.
Marvel Co.. 44 E. 23d St. .T.
The governor and Mr. Baca will ad
dress the Taos county teachers' normal institute tomorrow morning at
9 o'clock
in .the Loretto academy
Double-Barrel- ed
building where a crowd of visitors
will undoubtedly be present, as the
governor has made a very favorable
impression upon the good people of
Taos valley. The people have found
The readers of The Santa Fe
him very approachable and sympa
New Mexican are asked to conThe county school superin
thetic.
d
sider the
responsibility
tendent, Jose Montaner, deserves the
behind the many products of naticredit of this special holiday for
on-wide
repute advertised localTaos, as he was the direct means ol
ly In the newspapers and offered
bringing the governor here.
for sale by the leading merof the
The executive committee
chants of this city.
citizens who solicited and took full
First and foremost, our readalso
de
charge of the entertainment
ers must know that advertising
serves great credit, as every one
has arrived at such a sound
knows that it is the stage managers
basis that it is a rare thing nowthat produce the entertainment. The
adays that an advertised article
committee consisted of Messrs. Fred
does not measure up to the
Lewis, P. M. Dolan and Al Hoy. Three
standard established by its admen
who certainly kept the
active
vertising.
ball rolling. The whole affair was a
Secondly, to secure the endecided success.
of
dorsement and
our local dealers, manufacturers
must prove beyond question the
CLOUDCROFT
worth of their product
NEW
Thus we find the manufacturer's national reputation fortified
DIRECTORY
by the local merchant's home
'1
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be pleased
To Have: You Come

.We Will

w and see. our good
VALUES AND OUR,

Complete

Jtock.

PROUD, For, we've:
GOT THC CjOODS
TALK ABOUT A FINE STOCK OF HARDWARE, WHY, WE ARE JUST
AS PROUD AS WE CAN BE OF WHAT WE HAVE IN OUR STORE.
WE WILL BE ABLE TO WAIT UPON YOU QUICKLY. WE WANT TO
PLEASE YOU. WE WANT TO GIVE YOU THE BEST HARWARE THAT
IS MADE, AND WE WANT YOU TOBE SATISFIED WITH THE PRICE.
TO SEND YOU
WE ARE SURE WE ARE IN A POSITION
AWAY
PLEASED.

WOOD DAVIS HARDWARE
--

PHONE

COMPANY.

"IF IT'S HARDWARE WE HAVE IT."

14.

PHONE 14.

LIGHT
THESE DAYS OF MODERN METHODS, Electricity plays a most important part. The grandfather would
be amazed at the radiance of the modern home and why all this light? To
make the home more homelike to make
the home the most pleasant spot on earth
for father, mother and children. Good light
that is easy on the eyes is very much to be
desired.

j

IN

-

!

POWERll
N'

JV'

IS QUITE SO CONVEN

as to touch the button and
stove
is ready to cook your
your
iron ready to use, your toasted
IENT

ready for the hurried breakfast, your vacuum cleaner ready for the fray, your washer
ready to cleanse, fan ready to cool the heated rooms. Electricity will do every thing
for you. We furnish it at reasonable rates,
day and night' Estimates and full Information cheeerf ully given.

A

Guarantee

SANTA FE WATER & LIGHT CO.

two-fol-

sOM

1

,

1

THE AMERICAN

I

CHOOSES

reputation.

Cloudcroft, X. M., July 17. The anIt Is quite likely, therefore,
nual election of the Cloudcroft directhat our confidence is easily won
Patory was held Monday night at the
and we look with favor upon the
vilion. A very good vote was polled
many necessaries of life offered
reand three of the old members
for sale under such assuring auselected. The old board was composed
pices and advertised in newspaof H. B. Stevens, E. M. Bray, J. A.
pers like THE SANTA FE NEW
MEXICAN. .
BVakauer, H. E. Stevenson and U. S.
Stewart. The new board elected was
Dealers interested in local adH. B. Stevens, E. M. Bray, H. D,
vertising for national products
are requested to write to the
Slater, H. Easter and H. E. Stevenson.
The diectory is the board that govBUREAU OF ADVERTISING,
AMERICAN NEWSPAPER PUBerns the Cloudcroft reserve. ElecLISHERS ASSOCIATION, World
tions are held annually so that every
Building, New York.
property owner is given a chance to
assist in running affairs. The work
o' the old board during the past year
has been remarkable. Collections
have been made up pretty close so
that there Is very little outstanding.
Many streets and alleys have been im
NOVELTY WORKS.
proved and several blocks of gravel
streets and sidewalks put down. The
Galisteo Street 104
104
fences and gates enclosing the reserve have been put in first class Makes all kinds of Screens and
shape and the Pavilion given a gendoes Screening of Porches.
eral overhauling.
Special mention
Porch
should be made of the work and interSwings tfiat Give Comfort
est that H. B. Stevens and E. M. Bray
Step and Fruit Ladders,
have taken in this work, they having
valuable
Fly
Traps that Catch Flies,
given many hours of their
time to Cloudcroft.
It has been im- Repairs Your Furniture Right
possible for the other members of the
and Does Upholstering.
board to spend any great length of
IN FACT BE DOES ALL KINDS OF
time in Cloudcroft so it has fallen to
REPAIR WORK.
Messrs. Stevens and Bray to keep
SANTA FE. N. M.
157 W.
Telephone
things going up here. Mr. Stevens was Prices Reasonable. All Work Guaranteed.
secretary-treasure- r
of the old board
and has made a most excellent one.
TERMS CA5H.

IFyOU

power of first-claonly realized the business-buildin- g
stationery, you would choose your own Bond Paper and
not intrust its selection to a subordinate
ss

And, if you wanted to make your business stationery
100
efficient, you would specify

J.R RHOADS

gqvpo bond
(Fac-Slmi- le

Water-Mar-

k)

The De Luxe Business Paper
because by comparison you would find that COUPON
BOND is far beyond the average Bond Paper in quality-chara- cter

impressiveness, and all that makes stationery

.

::

BUSINESS MEN

really productive.

Just specify COUPON BOND today. And see the
difference. Let us show you samples.
yiKfjap."

-

NEW MEXICAN PRINTING COMPANY. AGENT.
Santa Fa, N. M.
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SANTA
wires.
Mrs. Gillispie,

SHE SEES HUSBAND

realizing whnt was
happening, cried loudly for help, and
a number of persons rushed to the
scene but were unable at first to deD.
B.
17.
Jackson, Mich.,
July
termine the cause of the woman's
Gillispie, a lineman In the employ of cries.
Frantically she pointed toward
the Commonwealth Power Company, the
pole where her husband was slowwaa electrocuted while his wife stood
ly being burned to death. The fire
by powerless to aid him.
lowered
the body by
The accident occurred about 9:30 department
means of ropes. A pulinotor failed
near
m.
on
street,
p.
West Wesley
to revive it.

ELECTROCUTED

Ft
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BY CONDO.

WHAT'S THE REASON?"
WH6N YOU CONSIDER THAT THIS WOMAN
lUlLt MEND HER GLOVES TO r?- -

Dues

peNSes

TO SAVE M07?e MON&Y, MAKES
OVER HER HAT TO U)ST ANOTHCR

AHX

MOTHER CRAY'S'
SWEET POWDERS
FOR CHILDREN,

AOrt.raRllr)rorKrverlhnM,
4'onxtiimlinn,
llnn.larhr,
Hlomai-Trouhli
, TVclhlnr
h. . i 'I II .... .

WHAT is THE REASON
OFF

I

OPRA

BJackstone. Mrs. Gillispie accompanBesides the widow, who Is nearly
ied her husband when he was called to
care for some wire trouble. She was frantic with grief, an infant child
seated in an automobile, used by the
linemen when her husband ascended
Work for the New Mexican. It IB
the pole. He had no more than readied the top when suddenly he came in working for you, for Santa Fe and
contact with the heavily-chargethe new state.
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Don't accept
ny substitute.

Nainpln mnlM KHKJC. Aldm
A.

S. OLMSTED.

I

Roy. N.

Cisco,

50; Spokane, 42; Tonopah, 62;
Winnemucca, 52,
Local Data.

)

Highest temperature yesterday, 81;
highest temperature this date last
year, 78; lowest, 56; extreme this
date, 41 years record, highest, 92 la

f

lowest, 52 in 1898.
Forecast.
For Santa Fe and vicinity: Partly
cloudy and threatening with local
187!) ;

d

thunderstorms tonight or Friday.
For New Mexico: Local thunder

Dollar
An How

ANB THAT SNe WLL SENSiSCY PAINT
01 TAN SHOES BLACK XATHER
A
THAN SftT OTHCRS

A

Wf

--

WASH(N
a1

jM"

t4i

1

f V

"itfW

Instead of

A

J

Dollar
Day

Do you realize what this means to you and those depending on you?
Don't be satisfied with a small salary all your life do as
thousands have done; let the International Correspondence
Schools show you how your pay can be increased. It matter.,
not where you are, in the factory or in the shop, in the mine
or in the mill, in the office or store, the I. C. S. can and will
increase your earning capacity.
The I.C. S. imparts to you just the knowledge needed to
advance you in your present position or to an occupation
more to your liking.
A dollar an hour is not out of your reach, if you will only let
us help you. It will cost you nothing to ask us HOW? Sim
ply send us the coupon below and it will bring to
your aid all the resources of that great institution,
the I. C. S., an establishment backed by a capital
of six million dollars and founded and maintained for the benefit of poorly paid men and
women. If you want your pay increased, say

Mail the
Coupon
NOW

15?

I City

Jin

Remington Typewriter Company
(Incorporated)

Cnampa Street Denver, Colorado

S

1

HEW MEXICAN PRINTING 00.
.Looal Agents for
J

SHRED

SOLVED THE GREAT ROCK ISLAND EXPRESS CAR MURDER

(By Frank Parker Stuckbridgo.)
(Copyright, 1913, by tilt" Newspaper
Enterprise Association.)
It is "the little things" the criminal
overlooks that send him to prison or
death. Little things habits, a torn
scrap of paper, forgetting to notice
the weather.
A little past midnight on March 13,
1886, the
Rock Island
train stopped at Morris, 111. The
west-boun-

dead man's finger nails.
A corner missing from one draft
in a bundle of cancelled vouchers.
Little enough evidence to find a
murderer with. But. the test of a
good detective is his ability to find
clews in the little things the criminal
has overlooked and in this case the
detective was William A. Pinkerton.
The poker, for instance whoever
had used it to beat the messenger's

Cool and pleasant yesterday with a
of rain and showers and thunderstorms in the vicinity of the city

trace

I Schwartz hud not been so re
luctant to remove his gloves, perhaps,
the detective might not have noticed
the scratches on the back of his hands
scratches that recalled the shreds
of skin under the dead man's finger

ton.

THE WEATHER

OF

was the weatherman's

program

for

Paterson, N. J., July 17. The announcement that "Rig Bill" Haywood
had withdrawn from active participastrike
tion in the silk mill workers
here caused a break in the strike
ranks. Most of the weaving mills are
now running and manufacturers predict an end of the strike. Haywood's
withdrawal is explained
by Joseph
Ettor, the Industrial Worker of the

The highest temperature
the lowest was 59 making an average for the day of 70 degrees, which is one degree higher
than the 41 year average at Santa Fe World's leader, who says Haywood is
nails.
for July 16th. There was an average physically unable to continue
Schwartz spoke of an old valise the humidity of 44 per cent, and the low
conductor had found in a washroom temperature last night was 59 deon the incoming train. The conduc- grees. The low point reported from
If a substitute Is offered you for
tor remembered it he, had thrown it the other stations was as follows:
Foley Kidney Pills, it means a cheapAmarillo, 62; Hoise, 54; Cheyenne, er medicine is pressed upon you for
68;
Durango, 52; tho dealer's profit, not for yours.
56; Dodge City,
Flagstaff, 52; Grand Junction, 66; He- Foley Kidney Pills may cost the deallena, 54; Kansas City, 78; Lander, er more than a cheap substitute, but
Modena, 64; they give better results than any oth56; Los Angeles, 62;
Phoenix, 74; Portland, 54; Pueblo, er kidney and bladder medicine. Ask
48; for Foley Kidney Pills. The Capital
Roseburg,
58; Rapid City, 64;
Roswell, 62; Salt Lake, 68; San Fran- - Pharmacy.
Kith.
was 81, and

July

MYSTERY IN MURDER OF

UNDERWORLD QUEEN

TO WHOM "EVERYTHING HAD ITS PRICE"
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brakes had not ceased grinding before
Brakeman Harry Schwartz came running through the train.
"The messenger has been killed!"

LITTLE PAST MIDNIGHT ON MARCH
brains out had hung it carefully in its
accustomed place behind the stove.
Only a railroad man would have done
that, reasoned Pinkerton.
It was one of the little things a
habit that the criminal had over

13, 1886

away, as it was torn and empty. But
the detective hunted it up and to
him is was far from empty.
Down in the bottom of the old vahe shouted to Conductor Danforth.
lise was a
bit of pa
Kellogg Nichols, United States ex
per a scrap that fitted the torn
press messenger, in charge of the looked.
draft found in the express car!
first of the two express cars, was
Newton Watt, the messenger in the
Another little thing the criminal
lying dead on the floor. The safe second express car, was the only one had overlooked.
was open, the car floor littered with of the crew who had seen the robber.
Some one who had been on the
A heavy man in a black mask had
papers the robber had discarded
from
but $22,000 in ?50 and $100 bills was warned him not to move, while a robbed train had traveled back
with Conductor Danforth
Davenport
hand shoved a revolver through the
missing.
All the train crew excepting Con- ventilator glass in the car roof. The and Brakeman Schwartz.
Brakeman glass was broken, but
Every passenger on the train that
and
ductor Danforth
the valise in from Davenport
brought
remained at Morris to
Schwartz
There were no footprints in the was hunted
The
up and questioned.
guard the evidence until detectives snow on top of the car!
very last one, found after weeks of
arrived from Chicago, while the rest
Nowhere between Jollet and Mor search, remembered
seeing Schwartz
of the train went on west.
And these are the clews the detec- ris, in fact, were there footprints be- come out of the washroom just be
side the railroad track, such as an fore the valise was found in there.
tives found next morning:
A heavy poker, with blood and mat- escaping robber and murderer must
In the meantime, the "Rock Island
have made.
ted hair on it.
robbery" had become almost a naAnother little thing the weather-t- hat tional
mystery.
A black cloth mask, lying in the
the criminal had overlooked.
snow near the tracks, with one of its
But the detectives decided to shad
Brakeman Schwartz "deadheaded"
white strings torn out.
back from Davenport with Conductor ow Schwartz!
Shreds of human skin under the Danforth and they called on Pinker- When he got leave of absence to
go east they followed him and noted
CHERRY ST. MAURICE.
the $50 and $100 bills he spent. They
and
wife
secret
of
unearthed
the
the
Johnson to protest
HOW JULIA MARLOWE
HER VACATION child he had left in Philadelphia She Wat a Mystery Who Amaeeed a ernor Hiram
Its
Her
Defended
passage.
against
and
Fortune
Openly
OUTDOOR FUN AND
when he married another woman in
Cherry de St. Maurice had the
"Profession," Even Before the Gov
was arrested,
he
Finally
Chicago.
harshest criticism for women of the
of the State.
ernor
LITTLE INDOOR WORK.
charged with bigamy, and, on giving
kind who flaunted vice on the street,
waa her
bail, was flatly accused of murder
Sacramento, Cal., July 17. The re- "Our business has Its place,"
and
cent murder of Cherry de St. Maurice, argument. And for the women of the
His Chicago wife, under pressure, queen of the underworld here. Is "other world" who wear clothes that
admitted that he had "found" $5,000 shrouded in all the gruesome mystery lured the covetous stares of men by
of the stolen money.
of the terrible stories of Poe, Maupas advertising physical charms Ignobly,
severe.
"You ve put a rope around
my sant, and Sir Arthur Conan Doyle. her criticism was equally
Cherry kept the most widely known
neck!" he exclaimed when she told There were no marks of violence
him what she had admitted. They upon the lifeless body found on the tenderloin resort In the west a place
did not know that witnesses were floor of her silken draped $10,000 bed- of sybaritic splendor.
aban- "Money," she would laugh
hiding where their conversation could room.
turns
I
touch
had
throat
in
the
"why
everything
dondly,
bone
The hyoid
be heard there were no dictographs
in that day. "Where did you hide (he been crushed by strangulation the to gold! and yet what does it buy?
She would ilook at the big diamond
coat yon cut the mask out off?" he work of a master garroter, who knew
to a terrible nicety how to snuff out solitaire that sparkled on her finger
finally demanded of her.
replen-den- t
"Under the woodpile," she replied life without leaving a mark on the and flash a glance about at the
and easily
spoils her
and there the detectives found it. flesh.
A beautiful,
And on the strength of what Schwartz
exquisitely dressed, gained gold had furnished, then again
doll lay face down, beside with what abandoned, mocking, reckand his wife had said to each other
less laugh, she would bury her face
they arrested Newton Parr, the other the dead woman.
In this crime the police of Califor In the silken folds of her doll's dresa
messenger, and the two got life sen
nia are confronted with the most as if to forget.
tences in Joliet.
After the ribaldry of the day she
baffling case to unravel with which
The agonizing discomfort and sense they have ever been presented, and would take this big doll In her arms
and fro, crooning softly
of suffocation that accompany
hay women of the tenderloin have lost and rock it to
as any mother would hum a lullaby to
fever and asthma may be greatly al- their staunchest defender.
leviated by the use of Foley's Honey
Widely read, keen In argument and her child.
This doll was her dearest companion
and Tar Compound. It has a sooth- resourceful, she frequently discussed
is the coning effect on the mucus linings, and the life of the demi monde in its so and the police believe it
relieves the gasping and tickling sen- cial and economic aspects with clergy necting link that will unravel the myssation In the throat and bronchial men and priests, as well as reformers, tery of her death.
0
Cherry had amassed between
tubes. The Capital Pharmacy.
declaring it useless to fight the tenderand $100,000 from her calling with
loin so long as money was made
It will not pay you to waste your superlative and "gave everything a in a few years. It bought diamonds,
time writing out your legal forma price." She frankly upheld prostitu- beautiful clothes; it "gave everything
when you can get thera already print tion as a social expedient and openly a price" even life! Cherry de St.
Miss Julia Marlowe (Mrs. E. H. 8 outhern) on a Pleasure-Ben- t
Yacht ed at the New Mexican . Printing opposed the recent redlight abatement Maurice's slayer took her money and
Just Off Her Long Island Summer H ome, Where She is "Resting Up."
law, appearing personally before Gov jewels!
u
Company,
three-cornere- d
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Poultry Farminif
Mechanical DmfMmon
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Leadership means superiority of product a superiority
which produces leadership and is proved by leadership.
It means more than this. It means everything associated
with the word FIRST.
The Remington Typewriter is first in history, first in
prestige, first in quality, first in recent improvements, first
in size and completeness of organization, first in distribution, and first in service to the customer.
The word FIRST in every department of leadership
applies only to the

,

SCRAP

HAYWOOD WITHDRAWS FROM
PATTERSON STRIKE.

J Name
I St. & No..

Consider all that is
meant by
these words

'
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A

ricafif- -

Recognized Leader,
Among
Typewriters,,

1645

SKIN

A POKER,

international Correspondence scticols
Box 888, Scranton, Pa,
explain, without ftrtler oMigation Wid-.-on m;o

Mark and

1

JUST LITTLE THINGS

at once.

so

showers tonight or Friday.
Conditions.
The barometer hiis changed
very
little over the western states, during
the last 24 hours, and no pronounced
area of low barometer Is present, although a slight depression is reported
from the Salt Lake basin southward
to Arizona and New Mexico. High
barometer still dominate the North
Considerable cloudiness
Pacific.
is
present in the central and southern
Rocky Mountain region, with Bhowers
in northern New Mexico, northern
Arizona, Colorado, southern Utah and
southeast Wyoming, and conditions
favor threatening weather in this section, with local thunder showers tonight or Friday.
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SANTA FE NEW MEXICAN

A GRAND CONCERT
TO BE HELD JULY

BASEBALL
Standing of the Clubs.

26

.The ladies are preparing to give to
the people of Santa Fe one, of ; the
finest concerts
ver given, here.
tists of the very first class w1Jl ap
pear. In addition to Gertrude Concan- non whose talents have been fully
mentioned and whose successes are
world-widMadame Winn has prom
ised to sing also, and her presence
will add greatly to the pleasure of all
.

ON THE GRAND

OLD

DUTCHMAN!

National League.
Won Lost
Club
54
24
New York
"Hurray for Johnny; he'll show "em."
30
45
But those were In the days gone by. Philadelphia
43
39
Catchers like Archer, Schalk, Stanage Chicago
41
39
and others have supplanted him. And, Pittsburg
39
37
Brooklyn
mentionto
these
of
none
say,
strange
34
45
Boston
ed courts the applause.
32
49
St. Louis
Many reports of Walsh being Cincinnati
5a
....,,.31
through are going the rounds. Just
what aids him is a matter of doubt.
American League.
The real cause which has put him on
AVon
Lost
Club
muscles
of
the
is
blink
the
congestion
24
....59
Philadelphia
a
followed
in the right shoulder
by
..51 '. 34
eland
Cle
hardening of the muscles and liga- Washington
.'.'....47 37
ments. It can come when a pitcher
40
48
Chicago
works where he's not properly warm41
40
ed up when he pitches in cold, and 81. Ixrois
J6 54
reasons.
other
many
Detroit
.......35 55
Walsh bad the same trouble last New York
25
56
cer-hIt
off. He
summer and worked
almost unaided -- beat the Cubs
American Association.
in the city series, ' But it is far more
i
Won Lost
Cub
He 'Milwaukee
serious this spring and summer.
,...5fi 37
has pains simflar to those in rheumat- Colu.ubus1.
37
...49
'
ism when he lifts his arm. Anybody Lov'svtlle
51
39
can
afflicted with the old rheumatics
46
42
Mir r.spoils
understand the difficulty of working Kar.fas
45
. . . .'
46
City
in a game under such conditions.
38
53
Toledo
37
St. Paul
,54
M'ALEER WOULD PLACE
33
53
Indianapolis
BLAME ON STAHL.
Bo:-to-

e

Pet.

.692
.600
.524
.513
.4S7
.430
.395
who
.373

Pet.
.711
.BOO

.560
.545
.494

.400
.389

.309
Pet.
.602

.570
.567
.523
.495
.418
.407
.3S4

Western League.
Detroit, Mich., July 17 President
' Won
Club
Lost Pet.
James McAleer of the Boston Ameri59
.686
27
cans, would not. discuss yesterday 'he Denver
47
.517
39
statement given ;out in New Ybrk lies Moines
.523
42
iby President Johnson of the Ameti- Omaha .............. .46
45
41
.523
can league, in which the league heart Lncoln
44
.512
42
severely criticised McAleer's action in PI. Joseph
35
48
.422
releasing Jake Stahl.
Topeka
34
.395
52
"There is much to say on the Stahl t'ioux City
35
54
.393
matter," said McAleer. "The change Wichita
in the club was precipitated by Stahl,

attend.

Following are press comments:
"Very delightful dinner, fallowed by
a musical, at the home of the Comtesse Jean de Berfenx.
'The success of the evening was the
celebrated baritone Antonio Baldelli,
always delightful in his rendering of
Italian melodies, and his pupil, Mme.
Winn, exquisite in her interpretation
in the Arias of la Traviata of Rigolet-tand Louise.
"Miss Winn was greatly appjauded.'
Laz Mend et La Ville, Paris.
"Another evening at. the home of
La Comtesse Jean de Berteux, Mme.
Winn charmed her parisienne audi
ence with her warm and vibrante voice
doing her master great honor, and was
recalled many times after rendering
her selections."
Le Figaro, Paris.
The Albuquerque Herald says:
"Mrs. Ada Pierce Winn's singing of
a selection from Gounod's "Gallia" at
the Congregational church last night
instantly revived the popularity which
this gifted singer received at her
former appearances in Albuquerque
and entirely delighted the large
which gathered to hear one of
the best rounded and most thoroughly pleasing musical programs of the
season.
Mrs. Winn
demonstrated
again that she is a real artist in all
that the term implies and gifted with
,I, C
r...
ui' cue uiioai vuu;t? ever iIleal ui
in this city; a voice of absolute
which produces tones of amaz-involume with apparently no visi
ble effort whatever. Her rendition
of the rather difficult selection seemed
perfect and hinting at reserve powers
only to be guessed at."
-

o

-

MEXICO SITUATION
HAS NOT
CHANGED MUCH NO ACTION
BY STATE.
(Continued

from page one).

France Denies Meeting.

Paris, July 17. The French foreign offices announces that no
of representatives of the
powers to consider the situation as
that reported from Mexico City
held in the French capital. Officials here know of no occurrence of
a nature to give rise to such a statesuch-meetin-

has-bee- n

ment.
At the Mexican legation it is suggested as possible that the report
arose from the fact that the newly
appointed Mexican foreign minister,
Federico Gambas, hitherto Mexican
minister to Belgium, paid a formal call
on Stephen Pichon, the French for-- "
eign minister, before departure for
Mexico City last evening.
Battleship to Galveston.
Galveston,
Texas, July 17. The
United States battleship South Carolina which has been watching
the
Mexican situation for several months
will arrive off the Galveston bar from
Tampico, Mexico, before tonight, according to official wireless advices.
The South Carolina will remain here
several weeks, it is said.
Violating Neutrality Laws.
El Paso, Texas, July 17. Powell
Roberts, a former El Paso police sergeant, was arrested today by United
States officials on a charge of conto
spiracy to smuggle ammunition
Mexico. Officers of the Badger Fuel
company told the federal officers that
Roberts had bought the coal which
vas being loaded on top of ammunition into a box car in the fuel company's yards Tuesday night when the
officers areBted four Mexicans who
were shoveling the coal. The Shelton-Payn- e
Arms company told "the federal officials that Roberts had bought
the ammunition which was found under the coal.

himself."
.,
" 'Are you figuring on making
of the
ii
change in the managership
mtm
TIF fSX)
LEAGUES'
National League.
team?' he asked me in Chicago.
Chicago at Boston, 2 games.
" 'Not this season,' I replied.
M ELL E N RESIGNS.
" 'At the end of the year?' he asked.
Pittsburg at Brooklyn.
St. Louis at New York, 2 games.
" 'It is possible there may be a
New York, N. Y., July 17. Charles
Cincinnati at Philadelphia, 2 games.
S. Mellen resigned today as president,
unt soon we find they're getting slow, But when the season's standings show change then,' I replied.
BY BERTON BRALEY.
.
'T
said
in
that
Stahl,
of the New York, New Haven and
case,'
'"Well,
We find old Han's endeavor
is not so clever
Their
game
American League.
PRESIDENT WILSON
The Bush league Btars from out the And then they fade away and blow
Hartford railroad and all its subStill prove that hitters come and go, might as well get through now.'
WORKING TO ELECT FRIEND. sidiaries.
Philadelphia at Chicago.
" 'Do you mean that you wish to re-- ;
west
His resignation is to tali's
While Hans goes on forever.
But Hans goes on forever.
St.
at
Louis.
Washington
Washington, D. C, July 17. Presi- effect not later than October 1.
sign?' I asked.
Show up with nerves aquiver;
New
York
at
Cleveland.
"
dent Wilson today came out formally
seasons make no dent in him;
'Pay me to the end of the season
Boston at Detroit.
Sometimes they answer to the test, Great pitchers try to strike him out, The
in support of Archibald C. Hart, canand I'm through,' was the answer.
His throwing arm is limber;
do
little
But
they profit;
Sometimes they make a flivver.
didate for the house of representa- The difference between "The Summer
"So I gave him the money n'i would
Somehow he's always right in trim;
He hits the ball the same old clout
American Association.
Girl" and "The Summer Woman."
tives from the sixth district of New
have drawn had he gone all the way
He's like some sound old timber..
And knooks the cover off it.
Columbus at Milwaukee.
himself for the While the former is having a "good
Jersey,
interesting
through and his release."
Hans Wagner sees them when they
Toledo at St. Paul.
first time in a congressional election. time" the latter is too often dragging
McAleer stated tonight that Carrl
In fact, it surely seems as though
show;
He likes the fast ones or the slow,
Indianapolis at Minneapolis.
The
to
continue
would
manage
Old
gan
president wrote a letter to Hart around nervous, run down, tired out,
never.
would
Time
him
get
He marks their each endeavor.
Louisville at Kansas City.
Whatever they endeavor;
season
of
Sox
"sincere and earnest sup- with aching back and weary limbs,
the
the
remainder
come
expressing
and
and
fans
go,
for
players
Bush leaguers come, bush leaguers go, So pitchers come and pitchers go,
sleepless and wretched. Often it is
'
not
of
will
he
or
Whether
port
your
manage
candidacy."
But Hans goes on forever
But Hans goes on forever.
kidney trouble not female trouble and
But Hans goes on forever.
the team in 1914, depends entirelv
Work for the New Mexican. It Is Foley Kidney Pills are a direct and
unon himself,"
said the club preHi-- !
Tlie
New baseball marvels hold the stage Each year wondrous hitters rise
forking for you, for Santa Fe and positive held for the condition.
ieit
National League.
the new state.
And ma?, their little racket,
Capital Pharmacy.
And get into the papers;
McAleer said there was absolutelv
And when they whang the ball it flies;
A year or two they're all the rage
no truth in the story that Fielder
Philadelphia, Pa., July 17 The first
And cut their brilliant capers.
My goodness, how they whack it!
.lo.ieF had been offered the manager- double-heade- r
of the season with
of
the
club.
ship
western teams on the local National
WHITE HOPE MORRIS
league grounds today attracted a
ALL BUT TWO ON OMAHA
WILL NOT INTERFERE
SOUTHPAWS ARE
KNOCKS OUT CUTLER.
winning
TEAM OFFERED FOR SALE
IN STAHL'S RELEASE. large crowd, Philadelphia
the opening game by the score of 4 to
ALL A QUIET LOT
Lincoln, Neb., July 17. In a letter
Detroit, Mich., July 17. President 2. Alexander was hit freely at the
from President William Rourke, of
Clovis, N. M., July 17. It took Carl
Pan Johnson, of the American league, Etart, the visitors getting seven safethe Omaha Western League baseball Morris, the Oklahoma white hope and
17.
isn't
it, will not interefere in the Jake Stahl
Cicago, July
Strajige,
ties in the first three innings. Cincinolub, to President H. L. Jones, of the erstwhile contender for the heavy' how some
"205 Pounds of Muscle and' Bone, With a Terrific Kick In Either
pitchers court publicity and release matter, but will possibly de- - nati filled the bases in the second,
'Lincoln dub, received today, the OmaHand," that's Arthur Pelkey, New World's Heavyweight Champion.
two
less
than
c'de
recent
the question raised by the
admiration, wnne ouiers shun the
vith no one out but sharp
ha owner asked waivers on all the weight championship,
between New York and Chicago kept the score down to one run that
members of his team, with the excep- rounds last night to stop Marty Cut limelight.
American
clubs involving liming.
league
tion of Catcher Johnson and Outfield- ler, of Chicago, in a boxing bout
Brooklyn has in Nap Rucker one of
Chase, Zeider and Borton. President
er Thomason.
Philadelphia got two runs in the
as- the most retiring stars In baseball.
scheduled
Morris
ten
for
rounds.
first round on a pass to Knabe,
The action affects Manager Arbo-gas- t,
Reb RusseU, the soujhpaw find of the J hnson made these statements in
start
sumed
from
the
the
,
nggreslve
today.
Catcher Shestak, Pitchers
double, a wild pitch by Ames
and never gave Cutler an opportunity White Sox, keeps in the background
"Although I deeply regret McAleer'3 and Cravath's single. In the fourth
Robinson, Hicks, Applegate and
Rube
So
does
whenever
possible.
to
to
his
hook
the
hit
stride. A left
action in releasing Stahl as manager, Paskert tripled and scored on a
Inflelders Kane, Sbipke,
Glavenich;
Marquard of the Giants.
'
Justice, Grubb and Neff, and Outfield- jaw, followed by a smashing right to You can practically set it down as after Stahl had accomplished so much single.
with the Boston club, there isn't any
ers Fox, Coyle, and Congalton, in all the nose sent Cutler down for the a
At Philadelphia
First Game
most bashis
trio
fact
above
the
the
count
was
second
round
when
less
the
I could do about it if i Cincinnati
fifteen men.
.2 11 1
set of twirler in the big leagues. thing that
The Omaha team has not had the than half over. The bout, which was ful
wanted to," he said.
4 7 0
Philadelphia
are
is
of
it
The
all
part
they
strange
Best of success this season, yet there preceded by two fast preliminaries,
President Johnson also announced
Ames, Suggs and Clarke; Alexan
We
have
heard
southpaws.
frequently
Is a persistent rumor that a berth v as witnessed by nearly two thousand
how a
twirler is this and that Ty Cobb, of tha Detroit team, sus- der and Killifer.
in the Federal league is being sought fans. It was staged in an open air
to gradually pended recently for an argument with
is
he
that
supposed
arena.
by Owner Rourke.
At Philadelphia (second game)- weaken his heart by throwing from Umpire Hilderbrand, will be back in
Cincinnati
9J2 0
the left side of his body. Now add the game tomorrow.
7
;
3
Philadelphia
to the various features his bashfuj-ness- .
Johnson and Klin?; Seaton, Mar- RECORD GAME FOR THIS
LOOKS LIKE IT'LL BE THE
FOXY ONE VS.
SEASON IN ASSOCIATION. shall and Killifer, Howley.
Those who have tried to snap pictures of Rucker, Marquard and Rus- - Milwaukee, July 17. The .longest
At Boston (first game)
sell are the first to discover their
IN FALL WORLD SERIES.
staged thus far this season In
MUGGSY
2 5 1
like for publicity. They never have the larger baseball leagues was play- Chicago
4 9 0
much to say on the field. When their ed yesterday by the Milwaukee and Boston
and Bresnahan,
Smith, Ritchie
mates are kidding around during prac- - Columbus teams of the American asNeedham; Tyler and Rariden.
Maybe Muggsy and his crew can
lice iiuuih yuu imu mw auuvw men- sociation, who struggled nineteen
Milwaukee won, 6 to 5,
land a world's pennant in a second try
tionea tnree quiet ana unassuming.
At Boston (second game)
four pitchers.
Yet they are among the leaders in
It was the longest
at Connie's Athletics and rnaybel
611 1
19 game ever played in the association Chicago
had
their
Marquard
profession.
I
ttiey can't. But it sure does look like!
1 4 2
victories
last season and league, and was full of thrills Boston
straight
and Needham; Perdue
Humphries
forty-fivof
the
to
wave
hours
they would get a chance at it, any-- J
succumbed
and
three
the
throughout
nearly
and Rariden.
minutes it lasted.
storieB which were printed about him.
how.
Many believe Nap Rucker the best
At Brooklyn
southpaw of the decade. Reb Russell BIG PRICE PAID FOR
4 12
0
OUTFIELDER CHAPELLE. Pittsburgh
appears like his successor to that
'i
3 10
,
Brooklyn
honor. But if you want to learn any17.
A
check
Milwaukee, Wis., July
Heidrix
and
iRobinston,
to
it
from
Smith,
have
them
you
pry
in
for
to
thing
outfielder
addition
$13,500,
out with a crowbar.
Beall and a catcher, cover the terms Coleman; Ragan and O'Miller.
Then there are the pitchers who of a transfer of outfielder Chapelle of
At New York (first game)
love the calcium, the applause and Milwaukee to the Chicago American
.4 11 2
the hurrahs, These are so numerous league team, according to authorita- St. Louis
2 7 2
New York
they can be counted by the scores. tive information today.
Harmon and Wingo; Fromme, Cran-dal- l
They Btalk grandly across the field
and Meyers.
and smile inwardly when the the M'ALLISTER AND SAILOR
crowd points them out.
PETROSKEY SIGN FOR BOUT
American League.
Take Christy Mathewson, of the San Francisco,
July 17. Bob McAl
Those who have traveled
Giants.
former amateur
lister,
champion
At Cleveland
with McGraw's troupe tell, how he hfP VVWalirllt KnvoM .rt tha rtli.mnin
New York
7 10 2
will stay in a secluded place on the '
an(J gaior Ed Petroskey signed
Cleveland
field until the gang fills up the stands articles
l 6 4
for a
bout
yesterday
Schultze and Gossett; Kohler, Cul-loThen will stalk, solitary and magnifi- on the
8.
of
have
night
August
They
and O'Neill.
cently, across the field while the fans agreed to weigh in at 160 pounds at
yell and cheer the star.
5 o'clock.
This will be McAllister's
Boston-Detroi- t
Ed. Walsh, of the Sox, is anothf-- first
game
postponed; HUNGER FORCED HIM INTO HIS FIRST RING ENGAGEMENT AND
long distance contest since he wet
who basks in the sunshine of applauso. left the amateur
grounds.
NOW HE'S WORLD'S HEAVYWEIGHT CHAMPION.
six months
ranks,
It's a common belief the big moos? 8 go.
He
American Association.
is conceited. This a question.
After that bouts came thick and fast where he worked in a cotton mill until
certainly stands on the mound as if ELIDA WILL CONTINUE
mill worker gained hi; was 2?. Then came the strike and
and the
Milwaukee
At
he hates himself. But it's his naturv
change of occupation.
TO LICENSE SALOONS.
a "classy" reputation In the east. Then Pelkey's
. .1
Columbus
If there hadn't been a strike
way of doing things. The write
N.
17.
At
Elida,
the
M.,
chamJuly
2
Milwaukee
doesn't believe in the saying. But h "wet-dry- "
Tommy Burns,
But the if generally isn't, and that is v
election held here yesterdoes like the crowds and likes to be
Cooke and Smith;
and pion, noticed him and in February, why Arthur Pelkey is the central at
Young
n
were
thirty-sevevotes
there
cast
day
noticed.
Hughes.
traction of the boxing world Just now.
1913, Pelkey boxed BurnB a
twenty-fou- r
voting for the saloon and
Nothing pleases him more than to thirteen
Canada.
draw
in
is the new heavyweight cham-pio- n
Calgary,
Pelkey
against. There was very litin as relief twirler when the game
Indianapolis-Minneapoli- s
Morgo
out
postknocked
Next
game
of
Andy
the world. Pelkey's entrance
Pelkey
Connie Mack, Foxy Leader of the is
tle local interest as the people realgoing bad, and there are 30,000 in ized that the
poned; rain.
ris in eight rounds and Burns Imme- into the fighting profession was due
be
would
saloons
Athletics, Making a Runaway Race of the stands yelling
for Walsh, it
i
diately took Pelkey in hand, match- to a wage strike in a New York cotin the American League.
would be difficult to keep him tied to
At St. Paul,
St.
game ing him with Luther McCarty, which ton mill...
the bench under such conditions. But
Tain.
overseer.
The
postponed;
was
death
and
ended
in
McCarty's
Pelkey
general
Pelkey
BOXING
BY
LEGALIZED
it's not conceit it's rather knowleds;'?
was held on a technical murder workers struck and Pelkey was with
NEW WISCONSIN LAW.
of power and the desire to prove it.
RAIN AND HEAVY TRACK
but acquitted when physicians them. Strike funds weren't handled
charge,
17.
Governor
Madison,
Wis., July
Pitchers are not alone in their deAGAIN CAUSE POSTPONEMENT. declared
McCarty had died from then as now and Pelkey had to bustle
McGovern
signed the Hedding boxing
light in the center of the stage. bill
causes
17.
than from Pelkey's for food. He was "clean broke" and
The
other
Pa.,
Pittsburgh,
grand
July
today, making ten round
There's Johnny Kling, formerly of the
races
were
circuit
this
j
hungry when fate intervened.
postponed
punch.
contests legal in Wisconsin. The
Cubs and Beans and now wearing a
"You're a husky lad," remarked a
afternoon. This is the third postponename is Andrew Arright
Pelkey's
comnew
law
a
for
boxing
provides
Cincinnati
uniform. He has been
ment this week because of rain and thur Peltier. He was born in Chat- fight promoter to Pelkey one after-known to stay in the clubhouse while mission to have charge, of all boxing a
ham, Ont, and is the oldest of 13 chil- noon. "How about going against ,:
heavy track.
in
contests
the
state.
his mates were on the fieild during
There's 20 bucks In It"
dren. His father Is
Salisbury?
John J. (Muggsy) McGraw, Scrappractice. Then he would sally forth,
was
amateur heavyweight
and
mother
Irish.
Salisbury
his
IB
Work for the New Mexican. It le
Work for the New Mexican. It
with glove and mask and protector
ping Bom of the Mew York Glanti,
When Pelkey was 15 years old he champion, but Pelkey fought him six
Now in the Lead in the National
tucked under his arm, and listen to working; for you, for Santa Fe and working for you, for Santa Fe and
left home and went to Massachusetts, bloody rounds to s draw.
j.
the new state.
V
v
. b.i
;
the yells of "Here comes Kling" and the new state.
League.
'
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m mum

Inot as yet left for the state encamp
ment, being detained by the press of
matters in his office. He will probably
go over tomorrow.
Captain W. H. l.Ioyd of this city,
left this morning for Camp McDonald
near Las Vegas, where he will look
after the health of the militia men during the state encampment.
F. B. Schwentker and family arrived here last night and with Harry
Lee and wife left this morning for a
MERA
AND two or three weeks'
MESSRS
CUTTING,
camping trip in
the Jemez National forest.
125 Palace Ave'
M0RLEY SELECTED TO INAUGUMrs. Ralph Hutchinson and family,
AMONG ARC- and Mi's, F. V. Lanham and family,
RATE COMPETITION
who have been guests at the sanitarof the children. Mrs.
AND BUILDERS
HITECTS
FOR ium for the past week, left this morn to help the cause
Pierce-Winand Miss Gertrude
Ada
ing for their homes at Albuquerque.
PLAN OF DWELLING
IN
BEST
Word received in this city last night Concannon will be the artists on this
tells of the death at Kansas City of occasion.
SANTA FE STYLE.
Mrs. Twitchell,
mother of Ralph
Any kind of nursing bottle you want
jTwitchelJ of Las Vegas, who left last
of all styles, brushes, baby
nipples
to
for
attend the
Kansas City
evening
NO DISCRIMINATION
funeral. He will be gone about a week, foods, talcum powders and the most
careful prescription department to
it is said.
W. H. Woodford
AGAINST THE BRICKLAYERS
has purchased, help bnby when ill. Zook's.
Fruit Growers Notice A little
through John W.' Mayes, the two
ranches of Mr. R. G. Corbett, of Te brown dug which has been destroying
The committee to liave charge of suque. The large ranch is one of the cherries, plums and pears has ap- he architects and builders prize com- best fruit ranches in the Tesuque val- peared in Santa Fe and vicinity and
to
damage
petition which was authorized Tuesday ley and the small ranch is planted in is causing Inestimable
Santa Fe
those fruit especially, by eating away
alfalfa.
night by the New-Oland destroying the fruit.
the
was named by Judge J. K.
Mrs, Adolf Fischer and Miss Clarl-be- l One leaves,
of our prominent citizens inter-- j
chairman of the committee, today
entertained yesterday in honor of
and is as follows: Bronson M. Cut- Miss Dora Fischer, tile guests number- ested sent the above information
to the New Mexican this morning,
ting, chairman; Dr. P. E. Mera and S. ing about twenty-five- .
As a finale
and also volunteered the following
Ci. Morley.
The committee held a pre- to the afternoon's social
pleasures,
liminary meeting today and will soon and after refreshments were served, recipe, which is guaranteed to destroydeto
announce
the
be in readiness
the guests were entertained by a all evidences of the bug and strengthen the trees. Directions: Steep 2j
tails of the competition.
musieale.
ounces of fresh white hellebore in 1
at
Visitors
to
Archaeoa
sub
the
is
offer
yesterday
planned
Briefly it
and
School
most
the
Museum of Xew gallon of water and use as a spray
logical
stantial prize for the best and
when (lugs are first discovered.
Stir
a Mexico were as follows: T. T. Long
sketch
for
and
plan
jrxeeptable
the mixture often.
small dwelling in the Santa Fe style und Miss Florence Ixmg, of Springci architecture. After the competition field, Illinois; Cora Sandison, of ChatGARRISON
1,88 run for a Btilted
i'e. committee ham, Ontario; W. delJrew Weaver, SECRETARY
Mcpherson,
inspects
ot judges win be appointed aim xney Chicago; Louisa C. Carkeet, of
England.
will decide who is the winner. The
A. R. Morford, of Chicago, connectAtlanta, Ga., July 17. Secretary of
designs submitted will then be avail- ed with the
advertising department of War Garrison reached Atlanta early
of
Santa
able for the proposed homes
the Santa Fe system, was In the city today, making the first stop of his tour
Feans who want to preserve in this
was in consultation of inspection of army posts in the
citv the style of architecture which yesterday and
with the chamber of commerce mem- United States. The secretary's party
renders it unique among the cities of
bers regarding the further advertise which includes Major General Leonthe nation.
ment for the Ancient City. Mr. Jlor-fcr- ard Wood, chief of staff of the army,
It will probably expressly be stated
was much- impressed with Santa was escorted to Fort McPherson for
is
there
above
the
committee
that
by
an informal inspection of the post.
Fe.
in
the Mrs. Maximo Martinez was
nc discrimination against brick
The party will proceed to Chattabadly
construction of these cottages. It is bruised, but not seriously
nooga from Atlanta.
yesinjured
not material whether
brick, adobe, terday in a runaway.
Mrs. Martinez
vcod or stone is used in the building, was in the
wagon while her
spring
committhe only features which the
husband got. out to water the horse. School of
Dancing Deportment!
tee insists on being the exterior finisn The bridle was taken off, but instead
and the general design. This action of drinking 'the horse decided to run Mrs. Test's Classes in Firemen's Hall,
is taken by the committee because of away.
After a block or two Mrs. Children's Clnss
Regins Friday, June 20,3 I'. M
the fact that the impression has gain- Martinez jumped, and was bruised on Adult Practice Class
"
"
" ' 8 "
ed headway among the builders that both knees and one shoulder.
Assembly IleKinsFridiiy, June 0,9 to 11.30 P.M.
Private Lessons. Fancy Ouneinjr Taught,
trick was an impossibility in con
structing homes in the Santa Fe
style.

Ready Trimmed if

PRIZE COMPETITION

UNITED

STATES

8

BANK

TRUST GO.

Does a General Banking Business.
JMIIIlMiiiiilllMMIiiiiiMMIIIIIIIIIIllllllllltllllllllltlllMIIIIIIIIMIMIIIIIIIIIIIIIMlllMIHIIMIIIItllllllik

Your Patronage Solicited
$
?llllllfllIIIIIIMllIIIIIUIII1ltlllllllllMIIIIIIIIIIIIIIMIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIHltlM,np
N. B. LAUGHLIN,

President.

J.

x

COMMITTEE

HATS

NAMED

At Less Than Cost

ADOLF

t.

t

n

FOR

X

Room
5 Room
6 Room
6 Room
10 Room
5

I

PROPERTY

SALE-CI- TY

Modern Brick Cottage, 2 blocks from Plaza,
Modern rrame Cottage, 6 blocks from Plaza,
Modern Adobe Cottage, 2 blocks from Capitol,
Modern Brick Cottage, J blocks from Plaza,
Modern Adobe House, (double) rents for $45,

FOR

SALE-RAN-

Price $3,800
Price 2,500
Price 3,000
Price 4,800
Price
5,000

PROPERTY

CH

Ranches in the Tesuque Valley
Ranches in the Espanola Valley
3 Large Qrants in the State
Room Modern Brick Cottages
PFMT J , Four Room
Modern Brkk CottaKe
Fjve
2

10

FOP

O. C. WATSON & CO.
(C. A. BISHOP)
SURETY

INSURANCE

LOANS

BONDS

Phone, 189 J.
:
:
Santa Fe, New Mexico.
119 San Francisco St.,
1

h

n

1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1

1

1

1 1 1 1

m iiiimh i
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Denver & Rio Grande R. R.
TRIP EXCURSION FARE

ROUND

d

TRIP

ROUND

EXCURSION

$18,711

FARE, SANTA FE
TO DENVER, COLORADO,

ACCOUNT

I(nightsTeniplar
Triennial Conclave

AUGUST 1215, 13
Tale,

Dates of

August 7, 9, 10, II and 12, 1913.
Final Return Limit, Aupst 25, 1913.

WM. M. SCOTT,

T. F. &

L. A. HUGHES,

C.

L

P. A.,

,

-

244

President.

STREET.

SAN FRANCISCO

R.

POLLARD,

J.

Secretary.

CRICHT0N,

Manager

&

Treasurer.

PERSONALS

'NUFF

SAID,

GNAGEY

&

INSURANCE

Come One, Come All To the Camp
Fire Girl's first dance at the library
S hall, July 23d.
TO OUR SUBSCRIBERS:
You will find many good smokes in
S
the Postal Tele- - S
Telephone
No trouble to select
N graph company if you do not get N our cigar case.
the particular size, shape and shade
your paper and one will be de- Zook's.
X you like.
N livered to you at one?.
The Best That Can be Bought!
Auxiliary
Meeting The Auxiliary
AT ANY PRICE
and Woman's Guild will meet Friday
at
a
m.
E. R. Russell of Las Vegas, is
2:30 p.
with Miss Atkinson at Take no chances on either
the residence of Mrs. Weltmer.
Santa Fe visitor today.
when a small amount will give
FOK SALE All kinds of building
Harry Lee arid wife returned yesthe protection that you
you
Albuto
two
from
lumber.
a
314
Galisteo
street.
day
trip
terday
and when you do use inneed,
now
is
the
querque.
popu
Putting Up Fruit
surance get the best, as it is
R. P. Johnson and W. H. Finigan, lar craze owing to the high cost of
the cheapest, and
both of Albuquerque, spent yesterday Uviiig and the high price for canned
in the city.
fruits.
Economize
avid
ALWAYS SHE
buy the
John Block, of Santa Cruz; a north- "Economy"
Jar; no rubber ring;
ern Santa Fe county rajcher, Is spend enameled cap. See Modern Grocery
ad. today.
ing the day in the city.
Antonio
WANTED A good cook for ranch
Lueero, Jr., automobile
Office United States Bank Building
clerk in the office of the secretary of house. Permanent place. Apply S. C,
(FIRST FLOOK)
in
is
Las
state,
New Mexican, with references.
spending ten days
has
who
purchased the InsurVegas.
Order Eastern Star meets tonight
ance Business of the L. A.
Americo Digneo returned last night at the Masonic hall, on the plaza, at
from San Juan, where he has been 8 p. m., and all otficers and members
Harvey Agency. Strong lines,
decorating the interior of the new are specially requested to be present,
good companies, good'protection
church at that place.
as special business will be on the proDr. Edgar L. Hewett. of the School gram. Visiting members are also inof American Archaeology, who
has vited to attend.
been lecturing in Colorado, will arSee our window display of straw
rive in Santa Fe tonight.
and panama hats at below cost, The
Frank W. Clancy, attorney general, Hub, N. Salmon.
left last, night for El Paso on business
Lamp Posts Up The eight ornaconnected with the boundary suit be- mental iron lamp posts which will
11
tween the state of Texas and the state grace each plaza entrance have now
of New Mexico.
all been put in place. The underAdjutant General A. S. Brookes has ground wiring has been completed and
when the cluster of lights is Installed
on each post, the plaza lighting sysKAUNE
GO. temRedwillSoxbeTocomplete.
H.
Play The boys' team,
the Red Sox, will play the Swastikas
en Saturday afternoon on the grounds
the Price
Where Quality Governs
opposite the Capitol hotel. The Red
Sox claim the championship
of the
and Price the Quality
UNTIL THE CANNING
beys' clubs of Santa Fe, and will pre- SEASON IS RIGHT UPsuit their star battery on Saturday,
Frank Arce, pitcher, and Alex
ON YOU TO BUY YOUR
catcher. Frank W. Parker is
team manager.
The. youngsters feel
FRUIT JARS. GET EARtiuat this is a game worth seeing and
will charge an admission fee of ten
LY AND BE SURE OF
cents.
GETTING THE PROPER
Zook's Benzoin, Witch Hazel and
Are now as low
Almond Cream is fine for sunburn and
WE HAVE A
SIZES.
in price as they
windburn. Take a bottle with you on
IN
LINE
COMPLETE
will be this season
your vacation.
You have a long time yet to wear
can
straw hats and
them now
We
you
give Us below cost. TheyouHub. N.getSalmon.
Girls Dance Next
Fire
Camp
Wednesday, July 23d, at the library
hall, the Camp Fire Girls, Troop A,
PRESERVING
will give a dance. The object of the
dance is to raise money to carry on
the Santa Fe chapter's work this
No
summer, and the girls say that every
Ring
Rubber
one should help them for this work
Gold Enameled Cap
affords a splendid opportunity for the
Lower In price. Imperyoung people to become acquainted
with wood craft. The tickets are 75
FOR HOME CANNING
ial Valley Cantaloupes.
cents each or $1.50 a couple and can
These are always fine.
Meats
be secured from any of the girls of
Fish
the troop.
Left-OveWe have few Hart, Schaftner and
WATERMELONS
Marx suits left from the green tag
Vegetables
sale, so you can buy them all this
AND PEACHES,
week at sale prices. The Hub.
for a Free Dispensary
PLUMS, ETC TheConcert
concert to be given under the
them perfectly forever
auspices of the Childs1 Welfare De- Keeps
with
original flavor
partment of the Santa Fe Woman's
club on July 25th is for a most worcolor
g
thy cause. A free dispensary where Air-TigKAUNE
GO. mothers and children may get free Wide Mouth
H.
Zinc
No
Cap
medical advice and medicines will be
established with the proceeds. Aside TRY A DOZEN TODAY
from Its being a very wonderful musical opportunity for Santa Fe, all
Co
should give it their patronage in order
Fo
V

Lumber and Transfer Go.
(INCORPORATED)

HEADQUARTERS FOR
LUMBER OF EVERY DESCRIPTION.
Shingles, Cement, Plaster, Roofing and Building Materials of Every Description.

AGENTS fthe FAMOUS DAWSON COAL
BUSINESS

AND STORAGE

Your Business Solicited.'
Phone

100

Foot of Montezuma

and 35 W.

Ave.

WITH

SOCORRO, N. M.
COURSES OFFERED: Mine Engineering, Mining
Geology. Metallurgical Engineering, Civil Engineering, Electrica Engineering and Mechanical Engi,
neering.

adobe house on Galisteo Street, with city
and electric lights; no bath. Lot 55x158 feet with a dozen bearing fruit
trees, chicken house and yard. Adobe barn in need of repairs. Two
hundred dollars added to purchase price of this property in way of
repairs and Improvements will greatly enhance value.
Six-roo-

Price, $1,825.00. Reasonable Terms.

JOSEPH B. HAYWARD, AVANAGER
Room
8, Capila! Cily Bank Building, Santa Fe, N. M.

::::

IF

IT'S

REAL ESTATE,

Requirements fully up to those
of standard schools of mines everywhere; close
proximity to a great variety of mines and smelters,
. where
the various metallurgical processes are illustrated; salubrious climate; water famed for Its
?
purity; good dormitoryaccommodationt at low cost
etc.

KHUN

Jars

S.

8

For full information, or catalogue, address

THE REGISTRAR

NEW MEXICO SCHOOL OF MINES,
SOCORRO, NEW MEXICO.

::::

WHY BE BAKED OVER A HOT STOVE? :
When you can buy PERCOLATORS and CHAFING
DISHES run by electricity or alcohol? I have a fine
assortment of the Sterneau " Inferno," all high- grade chafing dishes, on which you can cook a
meal, and the percolators which will make a cup
of most delicious coffee in a few minutes.

H. C. YONTZ, JEWELER,

Z

SAN FRANCISCO STREET.

I

THE STAR PROPRIETOR.
BARN
-

W. A. WILLIAMS,

-

GENERAL LIVERY
Hack and Baggage Lines. Entire Stable
stocked. Best Rigs you can get.
SADDLE

POMES.

TWO AND FOUR HORSE OUTFITS.

Phone 139.

Re-

PROMPT SERVICE.

310 San Francisco St.

Hay, Grain
Can

U)0

to
advise
your order now tor

Fruits

all
and natural

S.

ft

Where Prices at" Bst
Sf Quality.
3

Flour

We
Save You Money.
a
Telephone Trial Order. Phone 214 J.
We Buy and Sell for Cash.

WHOLESALE AND RETAIL.

-:-

-

WHOLESALE

AND RETAIL.

Guaranteed Pure, Clean and Wholesome.
itilMIHHHiiltM

THE SANTA FE HAY AND GRAIN CO.
M. O'CONNELL, Mgr.,
16 Galisteo St.
1

-- aHENRY

KRICKe

DISTRIBUTOR OP

LEMP'S KEG and BOTTLE BEER
BUDWEISER IN BOTTLES

Manufacturer of all kinds of Soda Waters made from Pure Distilled
water. Af ent for Manitou Spring Mineral Water.
TELEPHONE 35 J
Santa Fe, New Mex.

do not wait

rs

'

IIAVWARD HAS IT.

FIRE, LIFE,
PLATE GLASS

CANTALOUPES

ADVANTAGES:

AND REST CONTENT.

IIAVWARD

Is This a Bargain ?
water

(in

SUMMER TOURIST

BLACKBERRIES

NEW MEXICO
SCHOOL OF MINES

PHONE 180.

N

FRANK M. JONES,

GENERAL TRANSFER

INSURE

j

LOCAL ITEMS.

CO.

Boys' Suits

210 SAN FRANCISCO ST.,

Me-Fi-

ft.

GOODS

We are making SPECIAL PRICES on all
Be sure and see us
before buying. Our assortment is large and
prices the lowest.

com-n.itte- e

ixm-don-

DRY

Men's and Boys' Suits.

n

iHiiiM-Mtiii-

1

SELIGMAN

Men's

MRS. W. LINDHARDT

JW. E. GRIFFIN, Cashier.

B. LAMY,

PAGE FIVE

ht

Self-Sealin-

The Modern Grocery

RATES
SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO,
TO- -

Denver,

.

Pueblo, .
Chicago, .
St. Paul, .
New York,

$21.10 Colorado Springs, $18.15
16.35 Salt Lake, Ogden, 40.00

....

47.35
51.85 St. Louis,
51.85 Buffalo, N. Y., . . 66.45
78.85 Atlantic City, . . 79.35
On sale daily June 1st to Sept. 30th. Return limit, October
3 1st, except that to points east of Chicago and St. Louis
return limit is 0 days from date of sale-

CALIFORNIA
ee
yece
900.00
SAN FRANCISCO,

LOS ANGELES,
SAN DIEGO,
On

OAKLAND,

sale daily, June 1st to Sept. 30th.

I "13.

Ccc

Return limit, October 31st,

1913

SPECIAL EXCURSIONS
LOS ANGELES,
SAN DIEGO,

l4U.iJ

SAN FRANCISCO,
OAKLAND,

v

w,w

Return limit, Aufust 31st.
Dates of sale, June 30, July 1, 2, 3, 4, S, 6, 7.
Also on sale Aufust 22, 23, 24, 25, 26, 27, 28, 29. Return limit, Oct, 22, 1913.

SUMMER TOURI5T RATES
on sale to many other points in the United States and Canada.

For further particulars call on or address,
SANTA FE, N. M.
H. S. LUTZ, Agt.,

i
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Scoad Cluss Matter at Ike Seeta 9m ostoff1oe
Batered
.Published Daily
The Santa F New Mexican.
Enelisk Weekly
Tho New Mexican Review.
Weekly
Spanish
Mexlcano
Nuevo
El

The

The New Mexican Printing Co., Publisher!
......President

B rem son M. Cutting.
Charles M. Stauffer

J. Wight Glddlngs.

Editor

DI.DD

Weekly,

all

antlw

MM
.fIJD

I

JD

Fishing in its prime. The Pecos River the best trout
stream in the Southwest. The Valley Ranch offers the
best accommodations and best location for fishing.
r

Booklet Free on Request

" All of Today's Newo Today

GREATEST THIKG- - I NTH'
IS A SUNNY DISPOSI
TION! SARAH ANNE
AWAY AN'GOT MARRIED
LASTNIGHTaTOPSY!

fTH

WORLD

WED

PHONES:,
EDITORIAL ROOMS 31

BUSINESS OFFICE 286
BRYAN'S CHANCE.

The suggestion contained in the communication sent to our state department in Washington by foreign nations is likely to bring Mexican matters
to a crisis.
"What do you intend to do about it?" is a question deserving of an answer.
Mr. Bryan and his Chautauqua dates will be likely to be disconnected
iind even though his salary is inadequate, he accepted the position and the
American people who are deeply interested in our relations with our neighbor and in the lives and interests of our citizens there, will look to the secretary ot state to do a little talking to the foreign powers on the topic of
Mexico.
The great peace advocate has a chance before him now to prove his
theory that peace can replace war, or insurrection, or riot or whatever name
is applicable to the Mexican situation.
At all events the request on the part of the foreign powers to know
what we are going to do will require some kind of an answer that, cannot be
given from the Chautauqua platform.
No one especially begrudges Mr. Bryan the making of what coin he
can, legitimately, and no one has yet accused him of making what he has
accumulated in any other manner, but the position occupied by Mr. Bryan
just now is of sufficient importance to take all his time and a good portion
of his talk.
There has been a feeliug at home as well as abroad that the time is
about ripe for some doings on the part of Uncle Sam, and if Mr. Bryan has
not the time or cannot afford to attend to the state department affairs
there are men in the country, quite a few of them, who would undertake
the work, even at the paltry salary now being paid by the government.
The position always has been filled, and no one will deny that we have
had some very able men handling this portfolio. If Mr. Bryan does not feel
that it is worth his time, presumably. President Wilson will be able to find
some other able citizen as his successor.

t3

NATIONAL
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THE
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SANTA FE

1
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Mxlthis

AS

"ve "UOUKeiB "1 uemiUB but
simP'y that the knockers work more
in secret here than elsewhere.
In the
MinibreB valley it is a crime equal
to horse stealing,
yet the horse
tlJeves now and then make their appearance. When the Miesse interests
began development here the knockers immediately got busy and, although Mr. Miesse has sold every prospect that he has brought to the valley, he has found from time to time
that some of our citizens have made
determined efforts to belittle the
he is
Bplendid development which
carrying on, and which is benefitting
every legitimate interest of this section. Only last Sunday gome of his
buyers were somewhat
discouraged
by the lies spoken in the church
which they attended. A very pious
old fraud is said to have thrown cold
water on the proposition and later offered his holding at a "more reasonable" figure. Such work is a shame
and a disgrace to the community and
those who have faith in the valley's
future and are loyal supporters of
the enterprises of the section should
shun workers of iniquity
as they
would shun lepers. Deming Graphic.

The Montezuma Hotel
5ANTA FE, NEW MEXICO.

THE TRAVELING MAN'S HOME
Cuisine and Table Service Unexcelled. Rooms en suit with
private baths. Electric light, 5 team Heat,
Central Location.

THOS. DORAN, Prorpietor.

Large Sample Rooms.

Prom

MR. HARVEY OATMAN,
Proprietor of the
MONTEZUMA
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WOODY

ANNOUNCEMENT

"BILLY"

Has It On Him.
CATTON,
Mr. Lamar put one over to use the
who will manage his billiard parThe
with
sanction
the
undersigned,
on
street
Thomas
of
the
vernacular
lors and instruct those desiring to
Lawson, of Boston, he of frenzied pud approval of the Progressive nalearn the game. All new tables,
tional
a
are
committee,
enrolling
finance fame. How the episode of the
o
new cues, and a quiet, gentlemanly
eighty-twmillion peculation escaped group of Progressives from all states
lounging room for those who cater
in the union, for a special and highly
"Friday, the Thirteenth" is proof he
to the pastime.
service.
law
important
and
the
hard
work
has lost his grip on things financial.
Suppose that you. madarne, earned money by
If you are a true Progressive, posRock Island Tribune.
EVERYONE WELCOME!
let your worthless husband take it from you.
to others, leaving
sessed of the spirit that moved the
The Brightest Star.
Suppose that it permitted him to will all his property
you penniless.
There are a lot of fool folks back four millions last fall, we invite you
no
mini:!!:
east. They look upon New Mexico as to write us at once for the details.
Suppose that over the children whom you bore in pain it gave you
For purposes of record, and in or- 1
voice of control.
wild and woolly and uncivilized and
to exalt men
Suppose that the entire management of society was ordered
try to connect us with our turbulent der that what we have in view may be
as the masters and to debase women as their servants, and that you, with
namesake to the south. It's surpris- most quickly and efficiently planned, 1
would help greatly, if when writ- other good women, revolted by the injustice of the arrangement, had tried,
ing, but there are supposedly intelli it
time after time, by argument, petition and persuasion, to induce these men,
of the Mississippi ing for the details, you would tell us
east
gent
people
these favored, privileged rulers, to play fairly and deal mercifully with your
v.ho do not know that New Mexico fs something of your occupation
CHARLEY GANN,
1
Whatever that occupation may be,
sex.
the brightest star in Uncle Sam's
and
or
hold
wherever
it
take
may
And suppose that, instead of receiving your appeals with sympathy or
you
diadem. Clayton News.
you, you have it in your power by
European Plan.
even listening with courtesy, they had scoffed at you and told you to quit
When Will It End.
Meals At All Hours.
joining in this movement, to give inyour fussing and go home to your babies.
A Clovis Journal reader from South valuable assistance to
the national f Elegant Rooms in Con nee-- j
Would you, as a woman of spirit, meekly submit, or would you go
Carolina thinks our paper would be committee and the
on the warpath, with the grim determination, at any cost, to force a reorparty. The work
tion. Steam Heat,
more
to
its subscribers if of organization is going forward and
interesting
dering of these Injustices?
fciectnc
Ligtus ana uatns.
we carried more of the war news of there will be no
g
The case we have supposed is precisely the situation in which the women
stopping. This Is a
It
"our"
1
male
of
and
he
explains
dominance
country,
toryism.
the
under
incidentally
are
of England
today,
RATES: 50c and 75c PER DAY. 1
rallying call to every loyal Progresinquires when, in our opinion, the sive. Write us!
why the suffnigets are resorting to the weapons of revolution
241 San Francisco Street.
to
in
fairness
of
revolution
sugges.
end.
will
We
can't maks
Those who condemn the tactics
militancy ought
VOLUNTEERS' DEPARTMENT,
Near S. W. Corner Plaza, ta
conditions.
like
up our mind just what to write that Progressive
how they would themselves proceed under
National
Committee,
"tar heel," but when we can get toRoom 1530,
street
gether enough of our sober wits to
building, New York City.
UNCLE SAM AND HUERTA.
him
we
what
think
he
give
deserves,
Oscar S. Straus, New York.
It will be difficult to escape from the position into which the United
we will write him 'and publish our letJohn M. Parker, Louisiana.
States is being forced, in the Mexican situation, without taking positive and
ter, as well as the one to which ours
Albert J. Beveridge, Indiana.
decisive action vpry soon.
will be an answer. Clovis Journal.
For Repairing of All Kinds
Miles Poindexter, Washington.
If we are still holding to the Monroe doctrine, It is our move. There
In Metal and Wood
Nothing Political.
are great interests at stake, both for our own people and the citizens of
That
editorial
in
war-torDemocrat
The
last
land adjoining us, and not much longer can
other countries in this
GUNS, BICYCLE,
week about Hugs! Bugs! has brought COW CONTROLLED
you fellows can, but I won't."
we sit by and look ou and do nothing.
LOCK, KEY and
its own reward. It was a sort of
The Siren.
CIRCUS
There are complications of the most tangled nature, and the threads
MACHINERY
in
SPECIALTIES
fact.
boomerang,
a
been
We
have
of diplomatic weaving are very finely and exactly drawn. Hasty action
complaining quite
For the last few days The Democrat
may mean war, but we have not been hasty. Those senators who have per- bit about the tinkle of the fire bell.
Milford, Del., July 17. Trying to
JI5 San Francisco St., Phone 109 J
sonal interests in Mexico, and which naturally they are guarding anxiously, We cannot complain longer. We've office has been visited by a scourge of imitate an act he had seen at a circus
will be forced by the rapidly moving events to take the broad view, and look got a real siren whistle that can be bugB gray, tremulous, agited bugs
came near permanently injuring Harry
heard out to Tesuque.
Yesterday which, with undue familiarity infest HQldeman,
ouly to national prestige and the future of our own people first.
EUGENE NADEAuTPROPRIETOR,
son of a farmer
t
The situation is ticklish. Just now, we are not diplomatically In touch afternoon it was given a
and the sanctum of "this editor" and, true near Adamsville. The boy had seen
Former Matter Mechanic
with our neighbor.
If we attempt to become so, we may become involved It brought out every citizen and
to form, do describe those weird not a
act by a rider at full
Sacramento Shaft, Biebee. Arizona,
with the Huerta government, so called, and that seems ill advised. It is a
in the city. The doors were to say funny contortions
i
no
of
the
saddle
speed.
patHaving
recently
delicate situation, but It looks as if we would be compelled to arouse ourselves crowded in every domicile,
heads lepicted by the Optic with such
con. tern and used by the circus rider, the
from our inertia and apparent indifference, and take some action regarding popped from windows, men and wom- vincing realism.
boy tied the rope about himself,
the Mexican rebellion or revolution or whatever it may be termed.
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
en on the plaza seats jumped to their
mounted a farm horse owned by his
"This
editor"
some
has
examined
o
feet, pedestrians on the sidewalk of these
to play "Wild Department of the Interior,
out
and
started
father,
at
close
bugs
range but he West."
U. S. Land Office at Santa Fe, 17. M.
stopped, looked and listened, and the fails to find
A NEW INDIAN POLICY.
any political significance
whole town was excited. I wondered
After many attempts to capture a
June 27, 1913.
them.-Las
Vegas Demo- cow in the
Secretary of the Interior line seems to have a sane view of the Indian if the fishermen up on the Pecos attached to
pasture, the boy managed
Notice is hereby given that Elizasituation and will make a serious attempt toward establishing a system didn t wonder if Gabriel s horn was crat.
to throw the rope over her head. The beth
W. Probert, widow of William
No Difference.
of managing their affairs which will show more common sense than has being blown and didn't make up their
Don Morris Herzstein, who has al- frightened animal made a dash, drew H.
often been displayed in methods that have been adopted heretofore. It is minds not to lie about the number of
Probert,
Jr., of 619 Smith St,
fortunate that at least, a western man is at the head of the department fish they caught. It was sure terri- ways been one of our most enter- the boy from the horse he was riding
and started to run wildly about the Schenectedy, N, Y., who, on January
which has the Indian question in charge, a man who knows an Indian when
fying and if the thing ever sounds prising citizens and will buy any- field.
Farmhands attracted by the 12, 1911, made Homestead Entry No.
he sees him and is acquainted with his history, his life and adaptabilities. in
the night it will scare every moth- thing you have got for sale from a boy's screams finally succeeded In 014779, for NE
NE
NE
t
to
an
Secretary Lane in speaking of his intentions, most sensibly says:
as
It
elephant, gives
er's son of us out of the balance of
NE
NE
W
SE
"An examination should be made into Indian affairs and it should be our slumber.
his opinion that free wool will make stopping the cow and releasing the W
briuBed and torn boy from his peril. NE
W
NE
NE
SE
most searching.
I am satisfied that it will be easy to discover a large
But It's all
What is a fire
d'?e,renCe 1",he ?.nce 0f He has decided that he has had B
El-SW
W 2 NE
NE
number of wrongs that have been done the Indians and certain and serious whistle for if right.
y- not to make people
west
wM
SE
NE 4 SE
W
S
SE
defects in our method of handling them.
hear it. You can't get people out
SE
SE
Sec. 24. T. 20 N., R.
"Instead of a temporary commission, which can do little more than
a bell that doesn't sound any and always has, and that the protec2 E., and S
NW
S
SW
tion has only benefitted
unearth various matters of scandal in the various agencies, (some of which louder than a cow bell.
the wool WEDDING
SW
NE
NW
SW
SE
trust
and
are now being examined into) I tiu&t th congress will sec fit to establish a
no
one
We
else.
are
We want uoise when there's a firp
quotNE
NE
SW
NE
AN
ON
SW
ELEPHANT
Don
commission
which
of
adminisshall
the
Morris'
ing
permanent
present system
supersede
and we're er.,ng to get it after th's,
opinion as being quite
NW
NW
NW
SE
tration and be granted the fullest power necessary to reorganize the bureau. evidently. Now, if we can only fol- an authority, first because he has
S
NE
SW 4 SW
W
"This commission should be given such power as will permit it to de low up this improvement with at least bought, and dealt in wool for so many
Kenosha, Wis., July 17. Miss Eva
SW 4 NE
Sec. 19 Township
centralize the administration of Indian affairs, allowing gruater author a partially paid fire department, years, and is so well informed on this Theleen, daughter of Charles G. The- - SE
20 North, Range 3 East N. M. P. B. and
ity to competent, well paid agents in the field."
which Santa Fe sadly needs, we wont subject that he "knows whereof he leen, one of the
young
Meridian, has filed notice of intention
and
women
of
speaks,"
because
on
a
in
left
bad
he
has
second,
Kenosha,
be
twenty- to make five
very
shape. We have the
year proof, to establish
been
a
always
and
staunch
wedding journey.
loyal Dem
right sort of alarm, and we only need
YOU WERE A
ana
ocrat
She is to be married on October 1 claim to the land above described,
a
one
In
believes
some
two
or
on
to
be
government
regulars
man
In one of our large cities a young
who receives $12 a week as a
for the best interests of the people. t Wendell KumUen, a missionary of before U. S. Commissioner, John Alclerk in a big office recently wedded a young woman who had worked in a hand to get the engine going when
the Methodist Church, at Bombay, exander at Schenectady, N. Y., and
Citizen.
volunteers
the
there.
get
store.
that of her witnesses before the regIndia.
We've
a
made
start
in
the
mn
Conn
anyway
She l;new his income when she married him. She vowed that she loved
ister and receiver, Santa Fe, N. M
Miss
We
accom
can
will
noise.
Theleen's
now
father
While
when
tell
there's
people of the east are dying
him and that it would be great fun to go with him into the battle oi
on August 11, 1913.
as
as
her
fire.
far
a
of heat prostration and committing pany
Stockholm, Sweden,
poverty and help him onward and upward.
Claimant names as witnesses:
Not Here.
suicide to escape worse death, the but she will make the last 14,00 miles
A month later a chap with money came around.
He had an auto. He
E. M. Fenton, W. H. KOgers, Win.
113 in Kansas, 107 in Nebraska, 105 people of New Mexico and especially of the journey alone.
She will be
took her riding to gay dinners and sprightly dances.
He bought flowers
fred Bletcher, all of Jemez Springs,
met
to
at
and
her
af
Rio
the
in
Illinois.
Iowa,
Bombay
fiance,
by
Grande
people
are
to
dying
for
her. And finally he persuaded her
and candy
abandon love in an
valley
suffering no
an N. M and W. Garnett of Senorito.
attic, with the homely,
unimaginative clerk, and to travel the Michigan and other stateB east and inconvenience from this source. Of ter the wedding she will make
N. M.
on
course
the
to
it
In
suffocation
is
Journey
warm here, the thermomthe far
sweltering
primrose path.
FRANCISCO DELGADO,
back
of
to
an
of
interior
the
do
eters
not know that here
elephant
His first eest, and they
registering along in the 90's,
Naturally the husband is at once indignant and
Register,
impulse was to invoke the unwritten law. Perhaps if he had been of a in this beautiful old city we are enjoy but we don't know what terrific heat India, where he fiance is employed as
sturdier stock he would have done so. But his habit of mind, due to his ing days of comfort and peace of mind is, when compared to the eastern and a teacher.
It will not pay you to waste your
bind of work, Is orderly. So he has taken his grievance into court. He has as far as weather is concerned, and central states. And before morning,
Subscribe for the Santa f"i New time writing out your
sued the love pirate for $50,000 damages, valuing at that sum his wife's nights that they can't beat in Para- one nearly always "pulls for the covlegal forms
ers" here in the valley of the Rio Mexican, the paper that boosts all when you get them already printed
dise.
alienated affections.
Are the affections of such a woman worth that much? Tf you were a
And they don't know it in other sec- Grande, which is quite different from the time and works for the upbuild at the New Mexlcaa Prlntlna Com- I sua.
tions ot our own. TJ. S. They think we the scorching nights back east Come ins ot oar new Stat, i
juror sitting on that case, what would be your idea of a fitting award?

JUST SUPPOSE.

BANK OF

SURPLUS AND PROFITS, $250,000

CAPITAL.

are in the desert of Sahara. They to New Mexico and live in comfort.
think it is dry and hot and dusty and Helen News.
It's a Crime.
unendurable and they pity us.
No, my friend, it Isn't that we do
The poor, uninformed, suffering peo--

is Ollfi 01
the things we should teach them. We
ought to let them know of this unap.
proachable summer climute. We are
J
not half advertised. Yesterday,
talked with A. n. Morford, of the advertising department of the A. T. &. S.
YES.AN'LOOK
f who is here from Chicago and he
WHAT ALL THl
expressed a desire that Santa Fe join
MICE PRESENTS
hands with his company in giving
SHE LOST,SUSIE!
publicity to Santa Fe. He spoke of a
page advertisement of the Santa Fe
railroad in the New York American,
wherein this city was given prominent mention with an illustration of
San Miguel church. He said, and it is
THURSDAY
true, that heretofore we have not been
I JULY
in a position to care for large tourist
17.
travel, but we are trying to do so now,
and with increased hotel accommodations, the rebuilt De Vargas with its
beautiful exterior and refurnished inTHE BYSTANDER
terior; the Montezuma with Its addiMr. and Mrs.
tional rooms, and
SEES IT
in charge; the I.a
Thomas Dorr
Salle with a new cafe attachment in
front and comfortable rooms upstairs,
Never Learns.
we have made a step forward.
There are a few things that a man
Now, what we need to do, is
never seems to be able to learn, no
matter how often experience tells it
to him through the agency of pain,

worry and travail.
One of these unlearned things is
that you can't split kindling by laying the strip so that one end rests
on the chopping stick and the other
on the ground, and then whang at it
transversely and not have a piece of
the kindling make an ascension, usually in the direction of your physiognomy, where nine times out of every
ten, it hits with the force of a battering ram.
No man has ever learned this sufficiently well to quit the silly trick
though men have been splitting kind
ling with stone and steel axes for
centuries.
Even when a fellow has passed
and
through just this experience
been jeered at, joked about, charged
with having been the second best
actor in a little drama of marital infelicity, or with having run against
another fellow's fist as the result of
too much unrestrained
loquacity
even after all this, and a registered
oath of "never again," fool man will
do it just the same and then act surprised at the result.
There is no teacher that really
that experience
gives the lessons
does. They are always hot stuff and
like the horsewhip,
the strap and
slipper, with which we were blistered
in childhood the lessons are given
"for our own good," but we do not
seem to profit by them. We just go
on acting like fools. One thing I
know, though, and that is that never
will I hit a piece of kindling cross- ways of the block again. The rest of

The officers of this bank will be pleased at any time to advise
regarding Investments ana to furnish them with high grade
combining safety with satisfactory income return.
In touch with the financial and industrial situation as it is, and willing to give you the benefit of that knowledge when called upon would
it not be well to take advantage of that service?
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Service

Personal

BARRANCA TO TAOS
Meets Both North South
Bounds Trains.
Leaves Barranca on the arrival of
the north bound train and arrives at
Taos at 7 p. m.
Ten miles shorter than any other
way. Good covered hacks and good
teams. Fare $5.00 round trip. Teams
furnished commercial men to take In
the surrounding towns. Wire Embudc
station.
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I La Salle Hotel

Prop'r

!

Forty-secon-

INSURANCE
Fire,

Life, Accident

Plate Glass, Etc. Etc

REAL ESTATE
City Property, Farms

Ranches, Orchards
Grants, Etc

Land

Surety Bonds

d

"FixitShop"

Of

All Kinds.

Telephone 194 W., Room U
LAUGHUN BUILDING,
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Where
Shall We
Go This
Summer ?
Upon the correct answer to this
question will depend much of
the pleasure of your outing.
Why not avail yourself of the
assistance of the undersigned,
one of the Santa Fe's summer
tour specialists? His help will
coat you nothing, but you will
find it invaluable.

4

4

2

4

best-know- n

IF

JUROr!

hard-workin-

Why Not Visit
Colorado, Grand Canyon, Call
fornla, the Northwest Chicago,
Adlrondacks, the Northern Lake
Regions, or the Atlantic Coast

Resorts this summer?
Information
about
Complete
summer fares and train service,
etc sent promptly, If you

heart-broke-

H.

S. LUTZ, Arent,
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Cheerful Life
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VOLUNTEERS

It is the ricrhtof everyone to live and eniov the rhnnrful Ufa w
it to ourselves and those who live with us to live the cheerful" life. We
'
cannot do so if ill health takes hold of us.
The wife, mother and daughter suffering from hot flashes, nervousness,
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feelmtt, or any other weakness due to disorders
headache, backache,
tor irregularities of the delicate female urgan& is not only a burden to herself.
but to her loved ones.
Thtrm U a rtmmdy- - Forty years experience has proven unmistakably that
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It Always Helps
Woods,

FRATERNAL SOCIETIES

wfl

of Clifton Mills, Ky., in
says Mrs. Sylvania
writing of her experience with Cardui, the woman's
tonic She says further: "Before I began to use
Cardui, my back and head would hurt so bad, I
thought the pain would kill me. I was hardly able
to do any of my housework. After taking three bottles
of Cardui, I began to feel like a new woman. I soon
gained 35 pounds, and now, I do all my housework,
as well as run a big water mill.
I wish every suffering woman would give

Washington, D. C, July 17. Here
I: an opportunity for good Progressives everywhere in the country to
demonstrate their loyalty to the Pro
will restore health to weakened womankind. For 40 ytart It has survived
gressive cause and to show that they
malice.
and
Sold
prejudice, envy
by dealers in medicine in liquid or tablet form
Dr. Pierce's Favorite Prescription Tablets can be had of druirg-isare worthy of membership in a party
or mailed on
stamps for ?l.Uu or 60c size. Address K. V. Pierce M D
receipt of
A great idea for further
of principle.
Buffalo, N. Y.
ing the Progressive cause and the deDr. Pierce's Pleasant Pellets regulate and Invigorate
velopment of the Progressive party
stomach, liver ana bowels. Sugar-coate- d,
tiny granules. has
occurred to an enthusiastic member of the party in New York. To
carry out this idea, the assistance of
a trial. I still use Cardui when 1 feel a little bad,
Progressives all over the country is
and it always does me good."
Not much assistance in
necessary.
Headache, backache, side ache, nervousness,
It will not
any locality iB required.
worn-o- ut
feelings, etc., are sure signs of womantired,
take any great amount of any person's
trouble. Signs that you need Cardui, the woman's
ly
Obar with milk that was half cream time or energy. It will not be difficult
Kicked By Horse.
tonic. You cannot make a mistake in trying Cardui
While returning from Romeroville and cream that was half butter, we for any person to do what is desired.
for your trouble. It has been helping weak, ailing
To carry out this idea, a voluntary
this afternoon Mrs. C. E. Wilson, of. got interested in the big red bovine
for more than fifty years.
women
this city, was severely hurt when one "mother in Israel," and took special organization is being formed to be
Volunteer
to
known
as
make
the
her
1
Department
acquaintance.
ot her horses kicked her. Mrs. Wilson pains
16l
This was not hard to do, during the ot the Progressive national commit-was watering the animals at the river
v.hen one of them kicked her, knock- watermelon season, when our friends tee. The national committee fully ap--of the object sought to be acing her down and badly bruisiug her. in the country were keeping our back proves
Mrs. Wilson had been at the Ham- room filled with big ripe melons, and complished and is In thorough accord
mond ranch during the illness and there was a big daily output of melon and sympathy with the method
it. The
for accomplishing
death of her mother, Mrs. D. D. Hark-l.es- rinds. For several weeks Old Granny
sions, having contributed in the last
RUMORS ABOUT
Mrs. Wilson resides on Eighth ahowed up at our back door every af- work, however, is to be done entirely
5i weeks $700 to this cause. The TSap-CO icl f.Viiiivh nf nomine ilnrinp- flip nnst
COPPER
CHINO
street near the edge of town. Las ternoon, and asked as plainly as a cow through the Volunteer Department. A
can ask, "Got eny of them there mel-o- committee to take charge of the work
Vegas Optic.
yrar has also enjoyed a large inrinds today?" And we always had has been organized composed of OsN. M., July 17. The appli- crease in membership, ranking among
Deming,
the first In the state in Increase of
Child Injured.
'em, and we confess that they were car S. Straus, of New York; John M.
cation of the Chino Copper company
The little son of H. A. Ruber, who not always eaten clear to the rinds be- Parker, of Louisiana; Albert J.
the membership having
membership,
or
of Indiana, and Senator Miles tor waters of the Lambrecht,
lives on the Colby ranch, met with fore we tossed them out for our aged
of been increased by GS.
number
a
started
has
Draw,
commornThis
of
Poindexter.
Washington.
Lee O. Lester is having a large
a shocking accident last Friday
guest.
rumors concerning the intentions of
vault installed in his abstract
She nlways timed her visit to be mittee will probably be increased in
ing. The child's dress caught on the
safety
use
water
for
the
regarding
otnee for storing valuable papers, and
shaft of a gasoline engine that was here when the other cows were some- the near future by the addition of In company mill
is
said
It
at
its great
Hurley.
prominent Progressives representing
being used to run a washing machine where else.
recording books.
some other groups of states. It is the that Chino has given up its option
near which he was playing. The
J. M. Jamison and wife and Grav
eviShe
had
found
and
&
a
Land
good
Victoria
from
thing
taken
in
recently
to
the
committee
divide
stopping
C
purpose of
quickness of Mr. Huber
oggins and wife, all of Midland,
KniMllir!
to
tilt.
didn't
the
let
other
.n.tlllt
mi
mi
propose
dently
man..i.mnqnv
fatal
the entire country into groups of
the engine prevented the
Deming this
cows in on it. But there came a time
but
gling of the child before his eyes. when the watermelon season was over states and to have the work carried end on the Apachetejo Spring,
bound
in
25 Abbott-Detroia
morning
on simultaneously
The child is now in Las Vegas hospiin these different rumor is emphatically denied by good for Sun Francisco over the Borderland
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districts. The working force will be authority. It is also rumored that in route.
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Progressives everywhere
Installation of a large nursery near
On Monday morning a number of seemed to say: "I think you are just well assured that what it is proposed ters and also utilize the underflow. It
Deming.
our people witnessed a "nervy" per- mean as you can be!"
to accomplish by this method will be is stated that parties living on the
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SAYS ANGRY WIFE
De Vargas.
The little victim will probably re- every Thursday evening at 8 o'clock
force has failed to purchase land.
T. T. Long, Springfield, 111.
This work of advertising the Deming' cover, but the local authorities will in Odd Fellows Hall. Visiting brothPittsburg, Penn., July 17. "How a C. Earickson, Pecos.
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A. J. H. Lucas, Chicago.
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been able to understand," declared
New Mexican Want Ads always
one of the leading Baptist churches of
Mrs. .Teannette Helen Janderson, a
H. J. Mendenhall, Artesia.
ATTORNEYS ATLAVV.
state in its contribution to mis- - bring results. Try 1L
Tells How She Was Restored beautiful young matron.
Mrs. F. Warshauer, Antonito, Colo. the
"Yet this Is what my husband has
Mrs. A. J. Chlsholm, Monta Vista,
EDWARD P. DAVIE8,
To Health by Lydia E.
done, and I have come to the conclu- Colo.
City Attorney.
AMERICAN BOV IS A FARMER
sion that a man who loves a 'disease-carryinPinkham's VegetaGrace Warshauer, Antonio, Colo.
Capital City Bank Building,
8
,T.
Colo.
fly better than his wife is
Rooms
E.
Strawn, Alamosa,
ble Compound.
GOAT
DGATHERS EGGS AND DRIVES
will rid of."
A. D. Morforde, Chicago, 111.
Santa Fe, New If exlco
This statement was made by Mrs.
C. A. Carruth, Antonito.
Janderson shortly after she had filed
O. W. PRICHARD,
N. A. Spence, Chicago.
Grayville, 111. "I wag a great suf- a suit for divorce
against her husband,
Simon Astade, Las Lunas.
Attorney and Counsellor-at-Law- .
ferer of female complaints for a year
Practices in all the District Courti
W. C. Merritt, Caremont, Calif.
and 1 got nothing Walter Bradley Janderson.
"That fly can do everything but A. H. Bochans, Newton, Kan.
and gives special attention to cases
that helped me until I began taking talk," continued the young matron.
before the State Supreme Court.
L B. Welch, Atlanta, Ga.
inOffice: Laughlin Bldg., Santa Fe, N. M
Lydia E. Pinkham's "And my husband and the pest are
F. B. Schwentker and wife, AlbuComseparable companions. The patience querque.
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pound. I was irreg- and time he has wasted training that
Chaa. F. Easley,
Vera Church, Albuquerque.
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Mrs. R. P. Rueth, Chamita.
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Mrs. Janderson is suing for divorce
413 Main St, Grayville, 111.
W. H. Finigan, Albuquerque.
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E. RHEUMATISM AND THE HEART.
Mr. and Mrs. T. A. Thompson, Trini
writing to thank you for what Lydiahas
Red 6.
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Don't
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that
the
fact
Compound
grave
Pinkham's Vegetable
dad.
Office Hours 8 a. m. to I . .
done for me. I suffered with such aw- rheumatism easily "settles in the
H. E. Bilbrough, Rochester, N. T.
Asd by Appointment
aca
had
and
and
displacedisturbs the valvular
heart,"
ful periodic pains,
P. A. Mead and wife, Denver.
ment, and received no benefit from the tion. The cure consists In removing
P. H. Knowlton, Denver.
doctors. I was advised to take Lydia the cause. Foley Kidney Pills so tone
La Salle Hotel.
. C.
D.,
E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound, and up and strengthen the kidneys that
Harris,
City.
George
PHYSICAN and SURGEON,
am now as well as ever." Mrs. Wil- they keep the blood free of poisons
O. L. T.ivlor, Stanley.
liam Tully, 2052 Ogden Avenue, and uric acid crystals, that canse John Black, Santa Cruz.
Rooms 18-Laughlin Bldg. Calls
111.
swollen
rheumatism,
backache,
Joints,
Chicago,
Frank Wad . St. Joseph, Mo.
attended day or night.
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WANT

MASONIC.
Montezuma
Lodge
No. 1, A. F. & A. M..
FOR RENT Furnished or untffir
communiRegular
nished rooms. Call at New Stale Cfe
cation first Monday
of each month at
ROOMS FOR MEN Newly furnishHall at
Masonic
ed, light and airy, shower bath, use of
7: SO.
library. Mrs. A. E. P. Robinson, corner
E. R. PAUL, W. M.
Grant and Johnson. Phone 270 J.
CHAS. E. LINNEY, Secretary.
For Sale A gentle reliable family
Santa Fe Chapter No horse with harness and two seated
1, R. A. M.
Regulat rig with top, $200. Frank Owen.
second
convocation
FOR SALE Classy driver, buggy
Monday of each month
at Masonic Hall at and harness. A bargain if taken at
7:30 p. m.
once. See Gill Blount or Thos. Doran
J. A. MASSIE,
at Montezuma Hotel.
H P.
ARTHUR SELIGMAN,
new brick
Secretary.
FOR RUNT Beautiful
house, modern, 8 rooms, bath, range,
Santa Fe Commanflery shades, nice yard, garage, finest locaNo. 1, K. T. Regular tion, southeast corner of capitol. Geo,
conclave fourth Mon- - M. Kinsell.
day in each month at
Masonic Hall at 7:30
SITUATION WANTED By compep. m.
tent,
exjerienced lady stenographer,
V.
WESLEY O. CONNER, JR E.
Knglish and Spanish. Will go anyW. B. GRIFFIN, Recorder.
where in New Mexico. Have own
machine. Will substitute for others
Santa Fe Lodge of PerAbility, New Mexitnking vacation.
fection No. 1, 14th de- co
n.
and
Ac
Ancient
gree.
cepted Scottish Rite of
carWANTED Railroad
bridge
Free Masonry meets on
penters. Mexican laborers for railthe third Monday of each month at road
work. All kinds of help wasted
7: 30 o'clock in the evening iu the New
and furnished.
Call, phone, or adRite
Cathedral.
Scottish
Visiting
and Caldwell, second
dress
Livesay
to
invited
attend.
Masons are cordially
floor, Capital City Bank building.
E. C. ABBOTT, 32,
Phone 52 J.
Venerable Master.
CHAS. A. WHEELON, Secy.
TYPEWRITERS
Cleaned, adjustea and repaired. New
E.
O.
B. P.
Ribbons and supfurnished.
Santa Fe LodgeNo plateus
sold, exchcangel
plies.
Typewriters
P. O. E, and lented. Standard makes handled
460. B.
holds Its regular All
repair work and typewriters guarsession on the sec- anteed.
Santa Fe Typewriter Ex
ond
and fourth change, Phone 231 W.
each
Wednesday cf
V i 1 1 1 ins
month.
A GREAT MONEY MAKQR
brothers are invitFOR AGENTS.
ed and welcome.
The greatest chance ever offered to
EDWARD P. DAV1ES,
hustlers for making money fast. One
Exalted Ruler,
can he sold in almost every home. At
C. H. WILSON a glance everybody gets a desire to
Secretary. have one. The price of this very useful tool is so low that every family
Santa
Fe Camp can afford to buy one. The Home
M. W. A. Novelty Co., Antonito, Colo.
13514,
meets second Tuesday each month, soDON'T use a cough medicine concial meeting third
opium or morphine. They containing
at FireTuesday
the bowels and do not cure,
stipate
man's Hall. Visit
only stitlo the cougn. Examine the
ing neighbors welcome.
label and If the medicine contains
A. G. WHITTIER, Consul.
these harmful opiates refuse it. FolClerk.
E.
A.
P. ROBINSON,
ey's Honey and Tar Compound con
tains no opiates, is healing and sooth
F. W. FARMER
ing. The Capital Pharmacy.
No.
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efficient
Guaranteed 100
take no substitute
Will positively keep watercool
for 48 hours in the shade or
sun. Constructed on a simple
scientific principle. Will withstand the severest kind of field
use. Is a boon to the stockman, surveyor, miner, farmer,
prospector and traveler. Is
used by the U. S. Gov't. Is
durable light sanitary and
convenient to carry.

FOR SALE BY ALL
DEALERS EVERYWHERE
Made by

Adam Appell Water Bag Co.
Portland, Oregon
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17-1-

PET
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GUNTER, M.
19

urinary irregularities and disturbed
If you have the slightest doubt heart action.
Try them. The Capita
that Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegeta- Pharmacy.
CHICHESTER
will
you,wr!te

ble Compound
help
to Lydia E.PinkhamMedicineCo,
It will not pay you to waste your
(confidential) Lynn, Mass for ad- time wrtlng out your legal forms
vice. Your letter will be opened, when you can get them already printread and answered by a woman, ed at the New Mexican Printing
and held In strict confidence.

promply

SBRAND.
PILLS

rear Vrauristlia
I'll), la Kc4 sod UolJ naullkN
tetled with Rlufl RIUnm.
Take ito elswp. Bvr sf tmp
Uracflrt. AskrnClll.CVE8.TERS
cm known ss Best, Sutit, Always ReltlbM
SOU BY IWjGISTS ElEfiVWHWE
La4lMl Ask
boxes,

0

to II a. m
Vincent McLean, America's Millionaire Boy. Spending the Summer
on his own big farm at Black Point, Near Newport, R. I. Drivti g a Pet Goat
good share of the day
is His Favor He morning occupation, but he gives
to his ponies, dogs and chickens. Vincent is the lad whose parents, wealthy
Wathlngtonbns, insist upen having men teachers .i d nurses to that Vin
cent will be more "many.n

2

to

4 p. m.,

7 to 8 p. m

It will not pay you to waste your
time writing out your legal forms
when you can get them already printed at the New Mexican Printing com
'
pan's

A. T

& S. F. R'Y

TIME TABLE
Effective January

1st,

If 13.

Leave Santa Fe 8:10 a. m. to connect with No. 3 westbound and
No. 10 eastbound.
Returning, arrive Santa Fe 12:10 p.

carries passengers to Albuquerque, locally, and to Pacific
Coast points.
Leave Santa Fe 3:30 p. m. to connect with No. 1 westbound, and
No. 2, eastbound. connecting at
"Cut-of- f
with
Albuquerque
train for Clovls and v?er.os Valley points.
Returning, arrive Santa Fe 6:05 p.
No. 3

m.

Leave Santa Fe 6:20 p. m. to connect with No. 7 westbound carrying El Paso sleeper, also No.
4 eastbound.
Returning, arrive Santa Fe 8:36
p--

Leave Santa Fe 8:50 p. m. to connect with No. 8 eastbound, and
No. 9 westbound.
Returning, arrive Santa Fe U:30
a. m.

Call "Central" forTraln
Reports.
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F. ANDREWS
Auto Delivery Every Hourl

CAnothe7r

of that fuTEMPRES?LOUR. The best money
valuable
will buy, try it. A coupon packed in every sack good for
to the boy or girl unto
are
we
give
this
besides
and
going
premiums,
to
der 15 years of age. who collects the most of these coupons up
next highest a watch.
September 15th a $30.00 bicycle and to the
and your neighbors to
Boys and girls get busy get your mother
use EMPRESS FLOUR.

Phone No. 4

ANDREWS

PhoneNo-- 4

i

exec-coac-

We have an expert
Plumber to attend to
your plumbing promptly and at a reasonable
price. Phone Main 83
&

Supply Co.

Everything In Hardware.
LUDWIQ WM. ILFELD.

W.

H. WICKHAM.

Subsistence and Sanitation.
the First In
New Company Formed.
fantry will mess with their organizaThe Southwestern Real Estate ami
Hons.
There will be an officers'
Improvement, company has filed incorfor field and staff officers,
poration papers with the state cor-The new comImmediately after arrival at camp poration commission.
each company commander will submit pany names G. U Brookes of 4(19 West
to the adjutant a ration return for his Copper avenue. Albuquerque, N. M.,
The
company for four days. Each com- as the agent of the company.
3STOW
pany commander will notify the com- capital stock of $100,000, is divided
missary, in writing, before 8 o'clock a. into $1.00 shares and is all subscribed.
m. of the amount of fresh beef and O. L. Brooks holds 99.99S shares and
fresh bread required by his company E. U Grose and H. O. Brooks hold
for the following day. Subsistence of one share each, and these men are
ei;iisted men is limited by law to 25 the Incorporators and directors.
cents per ration. A cooks' school will
Aztec Files Complaint.
,r-- held at 2 o'clock p. m. daily, except
filed
An informal complaint was
W. G. SARGENT, Proprietor.
Sunday. All company cooks will be
with the state corporation commission
required to attend this school.
the commercial club
W. H. MENDENHALL, Business Manager.
Company commanders will inspect this morning by
San
county. . The com
of
Juan
Aztec,
and
ench meal served their companies
railroad service
the
with
deals
complaint
will make inspections of their
handed out by the D. & R. O. on the
Es
twice
at
least
kitchen
dally.
pany
and
The
Aztec and Farmington branch.
The De Vargas will be remodelled in the Spanish style
pecial care will be exercised by comsets out that going or com
complaint
and
;
raalso
see
painted
that
the
freshly
to
commanders
pany
newly furnished throughout
because of the connections at
tion is not wasted. Cooks will be ing
it is necessary to spend the
papered. Many private baths and all the comall times. The
neatly dressed at
at
Durango. The recital further
night
first-class
hotel.
forts of a
grounds in vicinity of company kitch- states that the train service could be
ens will be kept thoroughly policed.
arranged so as to make direct conAll garbage must be placed In the gar- nections at
Durango and gives a sambage can provided for that purpose ple time table. One of the commisand the can kept covered.
sioners stated this morning that there
The camp surgeon will make a daily was probably justice in Aztec's cominspection of the camp grounds and plaint, but inasmuch as Farn'ngton
v lll submit a written report to the ad- Is the end of the line and about an
jutant on the sanitary condition of the hour run further away from Durango
than Aztec, the complaint would not
camp before It o'clock a. m.
The camp surgeon, in addition to be taken up with the railroad unless
his other duties, is charged with the Farmington also joined in it.
t'rty of seeing that all garbage is
turned.
Sole Agent. For INTERNATIONAL STOCK FOOD.
C.F.LAMBERT RETURNS
Quartermaster Department.
after the arrival of a
and
Immediately
bulk
in
seeds
field
packages
arden
4
kind
of
All
SEED.
flowers, f
41FALFA
company in camp the quartermasteT
WITH CALLES
will assign its camp ground and issue
Fe
in
Santa
Tha
The only exclusive grain house
the necessary camp equipage.
'
quartermaster will send a baggage
to
to
meet each LIFER WHO ESCAPED FROM SANTA FE
the
station
wagon
to camp,
Before
company.
marching
Black
Phone
PENITENTIARY LAST NOVEMBER AGAIN
Phone Black
each company commander will make
45
SIX COUNTS ARE
IN PRISON HERE.
a detail of four enlisted men to handle
45

-

1

It wasvThe Palace Hotel,
IT IS

THE DE VARGAS

WHOLESALE

AND RETAIL

Flour Hay, Grain, Potatoes and Salt.

5

LEO HERSCH

the company baggage.
Medical Inspection.
AH enlisted men will be inspected
within 24 hours prior to their departure from their home stations for
the camp. This with a view to detec
tion and elimination from the camp of
cases of contagious, including typhoid
fever.
To constitute field or camp service
of instruction tinder the foregoing
auditions, there must be present the
following personnel:
At marches, maneuvers, and camps
other than at officers' camps of in
struction, and rifle camps of instruc

tion:

Minimum strength.

Enlisted

"There's a good garden where there are good
garden tools to both the
"--

beauty
smooth lawn, well cut anc trimmed, adds
garden not only yields better
and value of a residence. A well-kebut is a delight to the eye. In ycur Reliable Hardware Store's line
of tools for lawn and garden, will be found every implement needed
results with
by landscape and kitchen gardeners to produce the best
the greatest economy of time arc1 labor.. They add to the pleasure of
the amateur and lighten the task of the business user.
lawn ar.d garden,
Yours for a well-keA

lYour Reliable Hardware Store.
THE HOME OF THE "HARDWARE MAN."

fl!ll

Arm of service.
Officers.
Men
38
Company of Infantry... 2
96
Pattery of field artillery 2
16
Pand
Previous to the encampment, enlist
ed men must have had 60 days' ser
vice In the organized militia.
Contest For Loving Cups.
The silver loving cups presented to
the national guard of New Mexico, one
by Hon. Nathan Jaffa, known as the
Mid Range Trophy, and the other by
Hon. A. W. Buddecke, known as the
Long Range Trophy, will be contested
for by teams representing the companies of the First Infantry present
a', the encampment on Thursday, July
24.

Company commanders will furnish
the adjutant names of members of
team representing their companies on
or before July 22. No preliminary
practice for the contests will be permitted during the encampment.
The loving cups will be presented to
the winning companies by his excef
lency, the governor, on Friday, July
25.

Governor' Day.
On Friday, July 25, his excellency.

is

AGAINST

HIM IN ARIZONA.

Lambert, mounted policeman,
returned this afternoon from Nogales,
Ariz., bringing with him Andres
Calles, the life prisoner who escaped
from the state penitentiary here last
November. Calles came back to New
JViexico without
requisition papers,
C. F.

h

WALL STREET.?

All company officers of

I-

Embroidery Flosa in White
and Colors, both in Silk and Cotton; also Crochet Cotton. D. M.
C., Royal Society, and Princess.
Linen, Art CenterStamped
pieces, Scarfs, etc

TAXES

DELINQUENT

OUTSTANDING

30

JUNE

MISSA.MUGLER

j

IP UMBING

SantaFe Hardware

Best Assorted Line ot

one-hal-

Grocery, Bakery and Market.

Auto Delivery Every ilourl
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the governor, will inspect the First infantry and the camp. The inspection
will be preceded by a review. An escort of honor, consisting of the entire RECORD
RECEPTION IS
ENCAMPMENT regiment, will meet the governor at a
MILITIA
of
south
mile
f
point of about
GIVEN VISITORS
ccmp at ;l o'clock p. in. and escort him
DETAILS
of tin?
A field iiisucction
Im camn.
jivgiment will be made by an oflicer of
the U. S. army detailed for that pur-- i GOVERNOR AND STATE ENGINEER AND
CONNECTION
IN
FACTS
INTERESTING
pose at 10 o'clock a. in., .Inly 25.
OF
THEIR WIVES GUESTS OF TAOS AND
The Infantry camp near Las Vegas
WITH THE BIENNIAL ENCAMPMENT
v ill he known as Camp McDonald, In
CORDIALITY OF UPPER COUNTY FOLKS
THE STATE MILITIA NEAR LAS VEGAS
ll.onor to his excellency, William C.
WAS UNEXCELLED.
McDonald, governor or New Mexico
of it b national
With the stale militia now in campled commander-in-chie- f
rear Las Vegas, the following details gnard
Governor and Mrs. McDonald and
found in general order No. 11 respectThe artillery camp, near Roswell, State Engineer and Mrs. French reinterin
of
be
will
Baca
de
will be known as Camp
ing the encampments
turned at 8 p. m. last evening from
honor of the lieutenant governor of a two day trip to Taos by auto. Neithest:
oC the naThe biennial encampment
New Mexico, K. C. de Baca.
er the governor or Mr. French are
tional guard of this state will be held
novices when it comes to being the
as follows:
victim of a more or less elaborate reNew Mexico Rifle Team.
First infantry, at State Target
this
ception, but both unite in saying that
Adjutant General Brookes
Kange near Las Vegas, July IS to July morning received a telegram from all previous records were eclipsed by
two
2C inclusive.
Lieut. A. L. Bump who has been sta- the cordiality visited upon the
Light battery "A" at the Target tioned at Honolulu, stating that he distinguished visitors by the Taos valRange in the Capitan mountains, would arrive at the state militia en- ley folks. And this goes for the red
the white. Why the
August 5 to August 14, Inclusive.
campment near Las Vegas, this men as well ascan't
get through talkAll companies of the First infantry morning.
The military instruction oi governor just
be in ing about the way the Indians of the
v ill travel by rail and will leave their the state encampment will
him. In fact had
home stations for Las Vegas July 15. charge of Lieut. O. F. Uoaell, detailed Taos pueblo treated
fabled
Montezuma, who
been
the
he
Lieut.
and
company
at
22nd
the
camp,
infantry,
from the
t'pon arrival
will some
Indian
to
adlegend,
the
coach
but
to
according
the
commanders will report
Bump will do nothing
tr tnere
doubtful
it
is
return,
the
;lay
jutant and furnish him a list showing. rifle squad, and prepare
men oi
the national rifle would have been a more elaborate
for
team
enllstea
and
officers
name,
ty
The Indians were the
match at Camp Perry, Ohio. The ceremonial.
their companies present.
one
who caugm anu weio
of
too,
nsnernien
consist
will
team
Mexico
New
Light battery "A" will leave Roswell
the bounteous fish fry
for
one
coach.
responsible
team
one
team captain,
oi. morning of August 5 and will
tickled
the
which
and
palates or tne
twelve principals
'
irarch to the camp in the Capitan team spotter,
ntive party. The governor says that
The
captain.
alternates.
three
M.
de
r.ountains. Captain Charles
and spotter will be appointed by the Lorenzo, the governor of the taos
50 braves all decI'.remond, commanding light battery
and
general, and the twelve mem- pueblo even about
"A," is charged with the duty of mak- adjutant
orated
including their ponies,
alternates
three
and
team
of
the
bers
ing the necessary arrangements for will be selected as the result, of rifle met the auto and escorted them to
the encampment of the battery.
fish fry. And the decorations too
competition during the encampment. the
note. When an In
Uniform and Equipment.
Each company commander is required were worthy of
in the white ochre
The companies of the First infantry to designate the five best shots in his dian dips his hand
and puts white hand prints all over
will be equipped in heavy marching company to enter the final competition
eagle feather in its tail
intrenching tools. for the selection of the New Mexico his horse and
order, including
in
same as "made
the
that's
just,
men
45
engagmake
will
Each enlisted man will be Bupplied team. This
the
American.
to
an
Well,
Paris"
ten
next
the
with two suits khaki, one suit olive ed in the shooting during
twelve mem- horses as well as the bucks had all
drab, wool, russet leather marching days, and of these the
three alter- their war paint on and then some.
the
and
team
underclothof
the
bers
shoes, and the necessary
And after the fish fry they put on a
selected.
be
will
nates
ing, in addition to other equipment
dance the like of which Governor
Tiveserihed in G. O. No. 3. Enlisted
McDonald says he never saw and he's
Water Application Filed.
men are required to furnish their own
about 30
Nathan Haines of Hagerman has only been in New allMexico
and shoes. Uniform en
Becond handed;
No. 785 with years. But this is
water
other-vis- e filed
application
when
route and in camp, except
Mr. Haines has if you want to get the story straight
ordered khaki. Company com- the state engineer.
over
there just talk to any of the four who made
a
proposition
pumping
manders will see that all uniforms are
90 the trip.
of
his
farm
will
which
Irrigate
cleaned and pressed before time of
the pump discharging 2200 galacres,
encampment.
lons a minute.
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New York, July
Although the
market showed the effect during most
of the morning of realizing sales and
iower prices in London, stocks gradually recovered from their early set
back. There was a steady demand
for the leading Issues, most of the
buying coming from shorts. By noon
the list had worked its way back to
about on a level with yesterday's
close.
Steel, Reading, Union Pacific and
Amalgamated showed small net gains.
London sold stocks here, chiefly
Steel, Union Pacific and Canadian Pacific. Berlin made direct sales of
Canadian Pacific.
Weakness in the petroleum stocks
was said to be due to the closing out
of one or more loans by local banks.
It was pointed out that, with the approach of the crop moving season and
its heavy demand for funds, banks
might be expected to show increasing

discrimination.

Bonds were steady.
Trading fell off materially during
the noon hour but the active list lost
none of its firm undertone, while
some slight recovery was made by
the petroleum shares.
A reactionary tendency developed
in the late trading and although there
was no heavy selling, the leaders
made new low prices for the day.
The petroleum stocks again sold off,
to
California petroleum dropped 4
22
and the preferred fell 6 points
4

4

to

62.

The market closed heavy. Traders
gave up efforts to arouse the market
from the dull condition into which it
fell in the afternoon and no important changes were effected in the final
Union Pacific was under
dealings.
pressure towards the close and de
American Smelting
clined a point.
The important stocks in
fell 1
most cases ended the session at their
low figures.
ROBBER ARRESTED AND
JEWELRY IS RECOVERED.
San Diego, Calif., July 17. J. Elmer Vencil, wanted in Los Angeles,
for robbery of C. J. B. Carson, a jeweler from New Bedford, Mass., was
arrested in San Diego today when
detectives overheard him ask in a
saloon where he could pawn some
jewels. Much of the missing jewelry
was found in his room. The police
say he has confessed to the robbery
of Carson.
According to the police, Vencil denied all knowledge of the murder ot
Charles E. Pendell, a Los Angeles
money lender, killed in his office two
weeks ago. The Los Angeles police
had sought to fix both crimes on one

probably because he was in so bad in
Arizona that in all probability he
would have been in the penitentiary
there before many weeks. From the
itory Lambert learned at Nogales,
Calles had been working at a mino
sbout 20 miles from Nogales, and the
night before pay day broke into the
secretary's office, stole all the pay
checks, then swiped a horse and sadHe had
dle and rode into Nogales.
nan.
succeeded in cashing about $200 worth
of the checks when he was arrested
Came From Illinois.
before he had walked across the line
Los Angeies, July 17. J. Elmer VenMe'xico.
before
Just the day
into
cil, arrested at San Diego tolay, came
Lambert arrived, Calles had been
to Los Angeles from Camp Point, 111.,
industriously trying to saw last October. His father, now dead,
his way out of the county Jail, and was sheriff of Adams county, Illinois,
had sawed through the bars of the some years ago.
inner of two cells in which he was
Telegrams from the Illinois town
confined. These saws were found in said that Vencil had been arrested a
the sole of his shoe.
Adding his number of times for petty offenses.
crimes together, the grand jury which
was in session, only had six Indict- DISASTER COMES TO MEMBERS
ments against him, and when Lambert
OF ARCTIC EXPEDITION
arrived to bring him back to New Freeport, Me., July 17. W. C. Fogg,
Mexico, he only hesitated a minute, of this city, today received the followevidently decided that one sentence, ing message from his son, Neil Fogg,
even If It was for life, was better a member of the McMillan Arctic exthan six consecutive sentences serv- pedition:
ed among strange surroundings, and
"Ashore; another boat ordered, but
announced his willingness to return both safe and well.'"
It is supposed that 'both" referred
without requisition papers. Otherwise
had he fought extradition, and had to as safe and well are Donald B. McNew Mexico had to wait until Arizona Millan and his nephew, Neil. It is
was through with him, he would prob thought that the words, "another boat
that the Diana will
ably have been gray headed before ordered," indicate
lo8S ana" lts outfit to to be
l
to1
his
abode
the
in
Santa,I
again taking up
transferred to another vessel
Fe penitentiary.

SOUTHEAST
THE TRAVELING AUDITOR

MONTHLY REPORT SHOWING OVER

$900,000

DUE

STILL

TAXES ON WHICH
A MONTH

CORNER

PLAZA.

COMPILES

1912

FOR

ONE

HACK No. O.
Always at the Plaza,

PERCENT

IS CHARGED.

FACUNDO ORTIZ, OWNER
Driver, Celso Ortiz.

TRAVELING AUDITOR WILL

Courteous and Prompt Treat-

ENFORCE COLLECTION LAW ment Accorded All.

auditor has just MELLEN WANTS TO
the status ef
QUIT N. Y., N. H. & H.
the 1912 taxes on June 30th. On
Boston, Mass., July 17. The Tranhad been
that date $2,089,094.73
this afternoon says:
script
out of a total of
collected
"Preident Charles S. Mellen of the
to
74.75
per
amounts
This
New Haven road, has asked the diwnt collected and 25.25 per cent
rectors to relieve him of any further
to June 30th. The 25 per official connection
with the road,
rent uncollected amounts to $907, either as president or member of the
in9?6.43. which under the law bears
board of directors, according to a rent the rate of 1 per cent a liable
roD
statement made here today.
n.mith from the date it became de- The matter is being considered in
linauent. which was May 1st, This New York this afternoon at the regumeans that the state should get for lar quarterly meeting of the directors,
ii.terest on the delinquent taxes the which will be continued tomorrow."
sum of $9079.78 for the month of
ofTune alone. It was learned at the
NOTICE.
mornthis
of
auditor
fice of the traveling
I have this day sold my stock
to
No. 304 San
at
merchandise
ing that this department intends
general
keep a strict account of these pen- Francisco street to Louis S. Lowitzki
alties with the collector in each of who will conduct the business in futhe counties, and they will be asked ture.
tc account for all of it, the amount (Signed) MRS. JENNIE LOWITZKI.
being easily computed from the data
TUITION FEES.
on file in the traveling auditor's ofNew Mexico.
fice. It is said that in the past this
for speed in
One hour, dictation,
matter of penalties has been very
$1.25.
loosely handled, being collected some Bhorthand, (viva voce)
any system,
One hour, dictation,
times, and sometimes, ana rawer iou
es- (phonograph)
$1.00.
frequently, it is said, rebated,
Five hours, dictation, for speed in
pecially if the tax payer happened to
one hour. dally, (phonoshorthand,
and
be a good friend of the collector,
$4.00,
graph)
same
to
party.
the
political
belong
per
Teaching, any one subject,
That way of doing business, however,
is a thing of the, past, Mid since under hour $1.25.
Machine practice, or private letter
the law each collector is liable on his
any make, per hour $0.25.
writing,
he
falls
amount
bond for twice the
five hours daily, five days
Per
week,
to account for, steps will he taken te
$6.00.
tuition
week
collect, double the amount unaccount
Per month, five hours dally, five
final
collector's
report.
ed for in any
week, tuition-$20.0In the percentage collected Luna days
Life scholarship for shorthand, typecounty has displaced McKinley for writing, spelling $100.00.
first positon, McKinley now being sec
Life scholarship for above, and any
Dona Ana, and all commercial subjects, or ten of
ond, while Bernalillo,
Valencia
Grant, Lincoln, Quay and
the sublects named: Bookkeeping,
have each collected 80 per cent orj ith
banking,
tlc
advertising,
more of their taxes. Santa Fe gives cre(jiti science, civil service, commer
up last place which it occupied one cial law, English, Spanish, elocution.
month ago to San Juan, Santa Fe be- Insurance, normal, public speaking,
salesmanship, system,
ing next to last with Sierra a close penmanship,
third from the last. The detailed col- voice culture $250.00.
THE
lections in each county including the
SANTA FE BUSINGS f!OLLEGB
percentage collected and uncollected
The

traveling

i3 given below:

Total Tax on
Tax Roll
$305.56l.9o

Bernalillo
Chaves
Colfax
Curry
Dona Ana
Eddy
GTant
Guadalupe
Lincoln
Luna
McKinley
Mora
Otero
Quay
Rio Arriba
Roosevelt
Sandoval
San Juan
San Miguel
Santa Fe

Amount Tax
Collected to

292,904.97
281,526.63
113,852.33
193,072.70
192,571.39
203,411.89
104,844.13
102,354.67
113,285.45
55,791.24
93,810.32
131,043.46
128,577.98
55,086.53
101,919.87
52,108.42
116,454.39
226,780.61
182.S82.16
6O404.6ff
143,003.84
38,525.05
72,668.33
139,159.55
95,402.72

Sierra
Socorro
Xaos
Torrance
Union
Valencia

June

30.
$244,673.12
198,506.88
210,486.26
89,188.13
155,687.63
142,104.75
178,452.94
69,581.67
86,996.45
105,963.06
52,056.48
67,375.86
98,251.58
113,657.56
42,073.44
74,128.26
31.860.06
58,780.03
165,542.79
101,171.39
34,789.93
106,391.99
30,400.96
43.889.07
101,571.37
85,513.07

Pet.

Pet.

Col

Dlqt.

80.07
67.76
74.77
78.34
80.64
73.80
87.73
66.37
85.00
83.54
93.31
71.82
74.97
88.39
76.37
72.73
61.14
50.47
72.99
55.32
57.59
74.40
78.93
60.40
72.99
89.63

19.93
32.24
25.33
21.66
19.36
26.20
12.27
33.63
15.00
6.46
6.69
28.18
25.03
11.61
23.63
27.27
38.86
49.53
27.01
44.6S
42.44
25.60
21.07
39.60
27.01
10.37

.BARGAINS IN CITY PROPERTY
16 Room Modern

Brick-Adob-

Compartments).
4 Room Frame House,
Trees.

House,

e

215

Fine

Shade, (Three

Feet Front, Fine Fruit and Shade

Bungalow, with out buildings.
are rented and paying good Interest on Investment, can make terms to suit purchaser.
FOR RENT Beautiful new brick house, modern, 8 rooms,
bath, range, shades, nice yard, garage, finest location, southeast
corner Capitol, will make long lease.
5 Room Modern
All of the above

GEO. M. KINSELL, SANTA FE, N. M.
115

East

De

Vargas Street.

Line

J.

v

M1

IT
run

Phone 123

Boston and Table Ferns.

n inctinniu rinnciu
CLARCnUUfl UAIMCU

5

HUnna 11

minis

CAPITAL COAL YARD
goal BWKiC Wood
PHONE 85 MAIN.

FAC7X,22D
SAWED

SWASTIKA LUMP

CERRILLOS LUMP

WO?D
STEAM COAL
ANTHRACITE COAL, ALL SIZES.
Montezuma ATenue, Dear A,

T- -

& S. F. Railroad D
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